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PROBLE'MS, ISSUES, AND STRATEGIES

::

2

A.

INTRODUCTION: THE COMMUNITY'
AS KEY TO THE FUTURE

The Mayor and three City Commissioners were on hand to "kick off'
the festivities. IIThis neighborhood has
achieved a lot in the past 10 years/' said
the Mayor. "Congratulations are in
order for all of you-residents..
businesses" property owners, and
everybody:-who have worked
together to solve your problems and
decide on your o~n future. You have
made your neighborhood and your
city a better p!ace."
._
..

;

3

The purpose of
this
report is to aid the
•
c
nei;ghborhood in planning for its future.
1 ..•.

'f:'

Th~'

Sul~ivan's

Gulch

neighborhood is a

.

diverse one, with a mix of land uses, ranging from residential to
industrial.

Residential densities range from single-family., decached

houses to high-rise apartments.
with the future

o~

There are many interests concerned
r~sidents,

Sullivan's Gulch:

businesses, the
'-

neighborhood association, property owners, and institutions.
report ,attempts to address the concerns of all these

gro~ups

This
as,

together, they are the neighborhood.
The diversity of Sullivan's Gulch lends 'a distinctive quality to
I ...

the character of the neighbo'I1hood.
ma~y

'J:he neighborhood is many things to

people; it provides a variety oj living, shopping, rand employment

opportunities to a diverse population.

'Residents
and others interested
-:
~

in the area have come to value the diversity of opportunity available
in the neighbo'rhood and the area.
There

ha~

been an increasing awareness and concern

problems in the neighborhood, such as crime,
for development and change in the area:

and~about

~bout

current

the potential

the Light Rail Transit system

and the eventual development of vacant land, among other factors, will
have an impact on the nei&h?orhood.
Many are

conce~ed

that the current problems,

co~pled

with the

pressures for development and change, will result in deterioratton of the
character and quality of Sullivan's Gulch.

There is a growing sentiment

that measures should be taken to assure the preservation of that
character and quality.

Current probLems must be solved and the

inevitable development and change must be directed so as to be
- - - - ---- ------------_._--.- ----- - , -
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~

beneficial to the neighborhood as a whole, including residents,
businesses, institutions and property owners.
What follows is a discussion of issues important to the neighborhood.

The five sections address development and change, public and

recreational space, transportation, sq.fety and security, and neighborhood organization.
key;

ultim~ely,

The last section, neighborbood organization, is
the future of the neighborhood rests within the

neighborhood itsel£.

The strategies developed in each section are

recommendations for neighborhood action, since only by working
together can problems be solved and the- future be planned.
As resources shrink, neighborhoods must become more self-reliant,
and,must actively pursue~their goals and objectives.

Indeed,

neighborhoods cannot'do everything--they cannot re-zone property
or build k freeway--but they can work with the appropriate iridividuals,
agencies, and government bodies to bring about the"d.esired oblectives"
The c.ritical element in achieving any solution,. both to present
and future problems, is community organization.
r~commehded

The strategies

in this report are tools that, in addition to dealing

with specific problems, will both require and foster neighborhood
participation, by involving the many people and diverse interests in
Sullivan's Gulch.
The effectiveness of each strategy cannot be predicted in
absolute terms, alfhough many of the strategies, such as the Block
Watch program, have been successful in other neighborhoods; it is
the people of Sullivan's Gulch, working together, who will determine
the effectiveness of any strategy in their own

neighbo~hood.

Each section is divided into several sub-sections:
--An issue statement that defines the problem or issue
--Findings, which summarize important "information about the
issue. (More detailed information on each issue is in
Section II of this report.)
~Goals

to be adopted by the neighborhood.

--Objectives and Strategies to achieve these goals.

6.

B.

DEVELOPMENT AND CHANGE

•

I

A,- mini-park linki~s the Pedestrian
Path with Lloyd Center is part of a
residential complex on NE 16th and
Wasco. Design guidelines developed
by the neighborhood association and
negotiation with the developer were
the keys to obtaining the land for
public use, said Spencer. The same
process-using adopted desisn
guidelines and negotiation with
developers-has given the
neighborhood a great deal of new
development that blends in well with
;. the older, single-family houses.in the
area. "We've had a lot of change here,
and all these new apartment buildings
and shops could have just ruined the
ch~r-acter we've got in the
neighborhood. Instead, we've still
been able to have all the new things,
but they fit in, and even make our
neighborhood bette~./' said Spencer.

7

As. detailed

i~xhe Int~oduction"

the diversity

~of

land uses in

I

Sullivan's Gulch is one of its most distinctive characteristics.
Howe\tet.', .this diversJ.ty is being affected by economic forces,
of the Banfield Light Rail system, a changing population,

co~truction

and a host of other development pressures.

The potential for develop-

ment;. and change is large.
In ord'er to.

~derstand,

develop. and direct policy, the diversity

of land uses ill the neighborhood must be addressed.,

The neighborhood
~

can easily

into five distinct districts,

and Comprehensive

zo~ing

land

be~divided.

~es.

to each

P~an

del1n~ated

by

designations and, to some extent, current

An evaluation by district allows problems and issues unique

ar~~

.

to receive special consideration.

Area 1:

The five areas are:

the c;ommercial strip. ,along NE Broadway between 15th and
33rd Streets.

Area 2<:

the

hi~-density

Area 3:

~he

low-density multi-family residential area bounded by

~NE

Area 4:

multi-family residential area adjacent

Broadway, the Banfield Freeway, 17th and 21st Streets

the attached single-family residential area between NE
21st and 28th Streets,

Area 5: 'the manufacturing and warehousing area, which forms mos t
of the eastern and .southern boundaries of the neighborhood.

GOAL
--

'"--

~eserve,

borhood

maintain and enhanae the mixed use character of the neigh-

thro~gh

an approach that guides and directs development and change

fori the overall benefit of its users, incZuding but not limited

to

residents, businesses, institutions, commercial and manufacturing interests.
8
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ISSUE STATEMENT
Area 1 is a mixture of commercial and residential uses.

The

commercial uses on Broadway, while physically part of the neighborhood,
are not neighborhood-oriented; they primarily serve those outside of
Sullivan's Gulch.

The residential properties fronting on Weidler are

significantly affected by their proximity to the commercial properties:
T~affic

volumes are high, backyards abut

and there is a lack of aesthetic

quali~y.

~he

commercial properties,

The~e

factors act as a

disincentive for cideq.uate maintenance of structures and overall beauti.'.
fication of the area, an4 contribute to the lack of cohesiveness in
the area.

..

FINDINGS
--The half-blocks fronting on Broadway are zoned for C2, general
commercial use.
RZ.,

The half-blocks fronting on Weidler are zoned

low~density multi-~an:iily

and

~2.5, at~aeh~d

,resideatial,.

,~

These

parcel.s~

are currently zdned to the

ma~Dlum <;allO:w~d

by the

Comprehe~~ve ~lan.

--There are more than 10,000 vehic+e trips

pe~

day on Broadway

and Weidler to 24th Street.
~-Underdeveloped

parcels are

s~attered

throughout the area.

--The lack of pedestrian ammenities and the voiume
traffic qn Broadway

~nd

a~d ~peed

of

Weidler contribute to an unpleasant

pedestrian environment.
GOAL

Promote this area to foster a renewed vitaLity.

The diverse and

mi:ced use quaZity of the area shouLd be maintained by encouraging a
smooth transition from the commercial. uses on BroadWay to the residential. uses to the south.

Traffia impacts shouZd be minimized.

OBJECTIVES AND STRATEGIES
Objective lL Encourage neighborhood-oriented mixed uses (residential
'and commercial) which are compatible with abutting properties and
which blend with the neighborhood at large.
Strategy 1.1:

Rezone the half-blocks fronting on Weidler between 17th

and ,~"2~fth'-t~-'-RH,high-cienslty tnuiti-fanrLly.

The purpose of the RH

zone, as defined by the Portland Zoning Code; is to provide for
mid- to high-density apartment opportunities.

Single lot develop-

ment would not be significantly affected by this rezoning.

Neigh-

borhood commercial uses (C4) are allowed as part of development

-

11

in the RH zone if certain conditions are met.

This zorting allows

convenience retail and professional offices in residential areas.
This zone would be particularly well suited to this area in that
it is or,iente,d to the ,pedes trian.

Highly auto-oriented uses, are

I).ot allowed •
. ~tratew 1.2:

Encourage the location

~f

"home occupations"

to~

serve

the immediate vicinity.
Objscl:ive 2:_

Provide a pleasant and safe living, shopping, and

pedestrian environment through beautification and buffering
elements.
Strategy 2.1:

Landscape the area to reduce the noise and visual

impacts of high traffic volumes.

This might include widening

sidewalks on Broadway and Weidler.

The addition of landscaping

elements such as street trees and street furniture, i.e., bus
stops and benches, trash

re~~ptacles

and water fountains, is

also recommended.
Strategy 2.2:

Investigate the possibility of providing a median

strip down the center of BrQa~way.

This would both beautify

the boulevard and prmvide a safe refuge for the slower pedestrian
crossing the street.

12

-AREA
2
..

SUL.U\AN'S GULCH NEIGH3OAHOOD ST\.JOY
AREA2·
)

..ISSUE STATEMENT

The area between 15th and 16th Streets and the streets themselves
present a formidable barrier to the

neighborho~d.

Lloyd Corporation

development has not been particularly sensitive to the neighborhood on
this edge.

Paved, open parking lots lack any screening or landscaping.

Visually, the neighborhood is isolated from the Lloyd Center.

Concerns

for safety when crossing this expanse contribute to the isolation.

The

development potential of these parcels could have substantial ramifications for the neighborhood in terms of the intensity of use, population
and traffic.

13

FINDINGS
--The Zoning and

C6mprehensi~e'Plan

Map

designa~ions.

permit

general and local commercial (C2 and C3) activities as well
multl-fa~ily

as'high-density

development (RH).

--Sullivan's Gulch, and nrea 2 in

part~cu1ar,

is strongly

affected by traffic circulation patterns.
--15th and 16th Streets are currently identified as major traffic
and transit streets by the Portland Arterial Street Classification
Potiey.

Downgrading to neighborhood colLector status has been

proposed.

Broadway and Weidler are also major traffic and

transit streets.
--Area 2 is largely underdeveloped.
vacant lots predominate.
anc;l the

street~

The area between 15th and 16th Streets
ar~

the1l}Se_lves

hood and Lloyd Center.

Surface parking lots and

a bar.rier between the neighbor-

The impression is one of a sea of

.

asphalt, creating-a poor pedestrian environment and an
unattractive

entrywa~

into the neighborhood.

There is little

or no landscaping.
--The Lloyd

Corpo~ation

owns a significant amount of land in

this area.
-~

-

-

--

--

-."

-

--Holladay Park, the 0,n11 publ!c open space in the neighborhood-,
--is in Area 2.

Howev~r,

this does not act as a neighborhood park.

(See Section I (C), Public and Recreational Space.)
--The Lloyd Center Station of the Banfield Light Rail system
will be in Area 2. (See Section I(D), Trans·portation.)
--A permit was issued in late 1980, to expire in two years, for
construction of an office building just west of 21st and south
of the properties fronting on Multnoman.

14

The developers may

¥'

seek a one-year extension of the permit if they can show
c.ir~um.stap.ces hav~

that

--Due to the .development
the

int~\lsity

estimate of

ppt change9..
po~ential

of use. can be

pote~tial,

of the

expecte,~

are~~

an increase in

in .the fu,ture.

Arough

development, assuming .conformance to

the Comprehensive, Plan designations" is given below:
D~neities

(FAR)

are

~sign~d

par~cul~rly

to the area.

the maximum gross floor
si~e.

~rea

affected by the Floox Area Ratios
The FAR is a. method used to determine
permitted for a building on a given

For example, a full-blQck

d~velopm~nt

would be allowed to rise three stories.
show~

with a FAR of 3:1

The illustration below

the deyelopment potential of this aFea, assuming full-block

d~velopment.

HALSEY

CLACKAMAS

WASCO
MULTNOMAH

12:1

is

The area bounded by 15th, 16th,

Broa~y. ~nd

des~s.nat~d

flan for commercial use; currently,

by the

Compre~en~iv~

it is zoned for residential use.
15

Rolladay Streets

Development and re-development

i~

likely to occur in this area, with the exception of the

existing;apa~tment

buildings, wHich will prooably remain.

are approximately

There

blocks (200' x 200') of commercially-zoned

land in area 2.
The C2 and C3 zones have no limitations on lot size or lot coverage.

North of

Mul.tnomah~

the FAR on most properties is 3: 1.

Maximum height is 45 feet or three

stories~

whichever is less.

The

allowable intensity
.
. of development is much greater south of Mult'

nomah:

Higher densities

ar~

permitted 400 feet or more from the

residentia:lly-zoned (R2) area, with a maximum FAR of 12:1 and
maximum height of Z50 feet.

Thus, the potential exists for

development of 540,000 square feet of commercial floor space north
of Multnomah, and for

devexopmen~

of 3,120,000 square 'feet of

The land between 16th and 17th Streets is currenly zoned and
designated by the Comprehensive Fran for RH, high-density multifamily develapment.

there are

land in this designation.

appro~imately

10 bloeks of developable

The FAR is 4:1 and maximum lot coverage

permItted is 80%, allowing about 1,280,900 square feet of floor area.
About 20% .of this wil1l'ikely be required for service facilities, i.e.,
elevators,. hallways, etc., leaving· about 1,024,000 square feet for
residential units.

(The figure represents a very rough estimate.)

ASSuming a range of unit sizes from 700 square feet to 1,200 square
feet, 853 to 1,462 new residential units might be built in this area.
Development at these intedsities obviously is not certain;
developers may choose to build less than the maximum allowed.
However, these figures do give an .indication of what is possible.
Wijat is- clear is that increased residential and commercial activity

in this

~r~a

is

~ikely

to result. in increased through traffic

GOAL
Encourage a transition between the high-intensity commerciaZ
development of LZoyd Center and the lower intensity of the residential
area to diminish the barrier created by Area 2.
STRATEGIES

OBJEC~IVES.AND

ObJective I:

Encourage

devel~pment

of the a·rea in a' ..manner compatible

with the overall chqracter of the neighbQrhoQd, especially with the
area to t,he west.

resident~~l

be a

~jor

Strategy

focus.
Establish

l.l~

Corporation and other
hood.

If

The pedestrian environment should

deve~Qpers

on~gping ~ommunication w~th
dev~lopers

with

inter~sts

the Lloyd

in the neighbor-

are aware of specific ,needs and desires of the

neighborhood, they can Rresent pToposals respansiv.e to those needs
qnd desi,re$.

~eighborhopd

residents cannot: dictate how a part-

icular pi¢ce of property sho,uld b.e deveLoped, arid canna t deny or
grant building ,.permi~s and land use applicatiDns.

near-by interest
restr~ctive,

g~oup,

However, if a

qnd if these concerns are not overly

the devloper and the neighborhood may very well be

able to work together towards mutually beneficial goals.

This

approach can be successful only if constant and repeated contact is
made with the appr.Qpriate individuals.

(Proper~y

ownership records

available from the Tax Assessor's ,Office can be used to identify
potential devel9pers.)
n~ighborho~d

'fue developers must be made aware that the

is committed to and consistent

17

ab~ut

their goals.

Strategy 1.2:

Development of design guidelines by the neighborhood.

Design of new development should be compatiole with the scale and
character of residentially-zoned areas to the east.

Specific

deslgn guidelines should be developed by'residents to provide
direction and continuity to the neighborhood in its relations with
potential developers.
sc~le,

Design guidelines can address the height,

and placement of buildings and preferred amenities to

directly benefit pedestrians, such as open space and street
furniture.

Guidelines should be developed with the pedestrian

in mind to provide a link between the Lloyd Center and the residential
neighborhood; the provision of open space through parks and plazas
should be an integral

p~rt

of the guidelines.

Super-blocks, full

block development, or a Planned Unit Development-type* approach to
siting buildings can all provide the opportunity to address design
issues in an, innovative manner.
Objective 2:

Soften the barrier presented by the area between 15th and

16th Streets and the streets themselves.

This softening should also

address the issues of beautification and safety.
Strategy 2.1:

Develop a well-defined visual and pedestrian link between

Lloyd Center and areas to the east.
and Recreational Space.)

(See S'ection I (C), Public

Elements of this softening might include

a median strip in the center of 15th and 16th Streets.

Given the

possible down-grading of these streets, this may be a P!actical
solution.

The median strip would provide landscaping sorely

* A Planned Unit Development allows waiving of traditional zoning
'regulations for a specific site. Housing units or commercial
space can be clustered on part of a site to provide open space
or other amentities available to the public.
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needed in the

~rea

pedes~rians crossi~g

traffic

si~nal

4l~o off~r

and would

the streets.

activated by

th~

a safe xefuge f9r slower

A flashing

yello~

light or a

pedestrian would help to provide

this link; the existing Rainted crosswalk. is insufficient.
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~

AREA 3

St.LLJ\AN'S GU..CH. NElGHBORHOOD STtJIJ\L
AREA 3
~_.

400'

i

0cIcar , .
f

'.

_._J_

.ISSUE STATEMENT
In the future, the zoning of Area 3 will remain low-density
multi-family in accordance with the Portland Comprehensive Plan.

However,

there has been pressure to re-designate some of this area for higher
densities.

There is no consensus on the possible

r~-desigpation

might have.

i~pacts

this

Some residents are apprehensive that high-

density development on aggregated lots within this area will have a
negative impact on the charaeter of the neighborho.od.

There is an

additional concern that this development will result in an increase
of the traffic on residential streets.
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FINDINGS
--This area is zoned R2

(low~density

multi-family).

The purpose

of this zone is to provide opportunities for a variety of lower
density

hou~ing

limiting the
compatib~lity

types (other than

scal~

s1ngl~-famiiY d~~ached),·while

and intensity· of new 'aevelopment to .mairttain

with adjacent areas ..

-The zoning, and -.the Comprehenstve ..P~an are ,at the same level.
--rhis area does- not

h~ve.

a significantly greater proportion of

apartment complexes than is presently in the rest of the
neighborhood.
--The area contains a large elde~ly population.
--There are few vacant parcels in this area.
--The area is bordered by thl;ee. major

arter~a+

st;:reets t

Weidler

on the north, Multnomah on the south and 21st" Avenue on: the
--Landscaping is inconsistent.

east.

For example, street trees and

shrubs on Wasco overhang and intrude on streets and sidewalks,_
while there is little or no landscaping on Multnomah.

Ensure that the estabZished aharaatep of the neighbophood will
benefit fpom new pesidential development.
OBJECTIVES AND STRATEGIES
Objective 1:

Minimize the impact of traffic generated 'by new development

on residential streets.
Strategy 1.1:

Require new development to

provid~

adequate off-street

pa-rking.
Objective 2:

Provide the neighborhood with the means for evaluating the

impact of the development of new housing opportunities on the
established residential character of the neighborhood.
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Strategy 2.1:

Develop a program of neighborhood workshop5w1th the

Bureau of Planning and others to educate residents.

Discuss

alternatives to conventional low-density multi-family housing.
Present. ::case study info·rmation on what has been done in\.. other
neighborhpods'and tpe tmpact.
of the R2 'zone

(e.~.

Educate as to

th~

positive- impacts

affordable housing for first-time homeowners,

manageable/affordable housing for ehe elderly,

oppor~unities

I

for

energy . conservation)
•
.
'

Strategy 2.2:

Work with an

a~chitect

to design alternative multi-

family housing that will be in keeping with established character
of the neighborhood.
ObJective 3:

'Encourage consistent landscaping in the neighborhood

to promote beautification and safety.
Strategy 3.1:

Develo.p a vegetation maintenance program.

Organize

work parties to prune overgrown street trees and shrubs to increase
the accessibility of the sidewalks and allow more sunlight during
the day and street light during the night to reach the ground.

This

program should be developed in conjunction with an a~nual neighborhood clean-up
Strategy 3.2:

ca~paign.

Develop a street landscaping

streets where there is no landscaping.
planting of- street trees and shrubs.

~rogram

This would include the
(For assistapce, contact

the City of Portland. Street Tree Division.)
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to improve those

.AREA 4

SULU\AN'S GULCH NSGHBORHOOD STUDY
AREA 4

ISSUE STATEMENT

In the future, the zoni~g of Area 4 will remain R2.5 (attached
residential) in accordance with the Co~prehensive Plan.

However, concern

has been expressed about preservation of the single-family character of
the neighborhood, and some apprehension exists over the possibility that
this character will be compromised by insensitive design of row-houses
and town-houses,

In addition, there is some concern that higher-density

development will add to traffic congestion on residential streets.
There is no public open space in this area.
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FINDINGS
--This area is zoned R2.5 (attaehed residential).

The purpose

of this zone is to allow a high density form of single family
saving.~

residential that takes advantage of the energy and cost
potential of common wall construction and small

~ot

size, while

providing that such homes will have private outdoor 'space and
'main~ain ,t~~:~in~le-f~mily ~~aracter.of resid~ntial

neighborhoods.

--The zoning and the Comprehensive Plan are at the same level.
--The .area is primarily comprised of older
--There is heavy traffic on the streets

single~family

bordering~ll

homes.

four sides

of this area resulting in high_ traffic ~i~es
traffic on infernal

re~idential

streets.

--There are few vacant parcels of land in this area.
--There is no public open space in this area.
--Landscaping is inconsistent.

GOAL
Erihanae and improve the residentiaZ character of the aPea.
OBJECTIVES AND,STRATEGIES
Objective 1:

Provide the neighborhood with a mechanism for ensuring that

new development is compatible with the single family character of
the neighborhood.
Strategy 1.1:

Develop a program to educate the neighborhood (See

discussion of Area 3, Strategy 2.1).
Strategy 1.2:

Initiate a program of cooperation' within the neighborhood

aimed at jointly directing future development.

Working in a group

comprised of residents, non-resident property owners, large and
small business concerns, developers
neighborhood Design Standards.
",,24

Objective 2:

Provide for a diversity of opportunities to enjoy the

neighborhood environment.
Strategy

2.1~

Develop a pedestrian path (See Section I(C), Public

'-

and Recreational Space).
Strategy 2.2:

Develop a neighborhaod

Strategy 2.3:

Investigate alternative street designs in order to more

~rk

(See Section I(C).

efficiently meet on-street parking needs {See Section I(D), Transp.ortation).
Strategy 2.4:

Develop a

neighb~~hood

clean-up/vegetation maintenance

program (See dIscussion 0.£ Area 3, Strategy 3.1).
Strategy

2.5~

Dev.elop a street tree, street shrub planting program

(See discussion, of Area 3" Sttrategy' 3,,2}.
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-

AREA 5

~S~'S GU..qi NEIGHBORHOOD

S11.Jbr

:- AREA- &
..__~

_ 400'

IS SUE STATEMENT

Most of this area is zoned for heavy (Ml) or general manufacturing (M2)
uses; most of the land is either vacant or in light industrial and
warehouse use.

By and

large~

neighborhood resi4ents have come to coexist

peacefully with these activities.

However, there is concern that should

this area change in ownership or use, there could be extremely adverse
impacts on the adjacent residential

ar~a.

The zoning would permit much

more intense uses than currently exist; most of
be compatible with the residential area._
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thos~ us~s

would not

FINDINGS
--The zoning in this area is predominantely Ml. and M2 (heavy
manufacturing and general manufacturing).

The purpose of these

zones is to provide opport!unities .for increased m.anufacturillg - '~ct.ivitie,S

and to protect these activities against intrusioJl of
The allowable inte~sity of use within

non-manufacturing uses.

tne'MI zone is extreme.
--For the HI and ·M2 zones,

~e

zoning and

Com~rehensive

Plan are

at the same level.
-A small p01;',tiQn of .this #irea is zO,n~d Rl. ~(medi~...density m\i4ti-

family).
--The RI zone within this area has a Comprehensive Plan designation
of M3 (light

~nufacturingj":-.

industrial, residential and commercial uses.
--Small portions of this area along 28th Avenue are zoned C2 and
C4 (neighborhood commercial).
--For the C2 and C4 zones the zoning and the Comprehensive Plan
are at the same level.
f

--There are large parcels of vacant land in the gulch.
--There are three major property owners in this area:
and ArnSton.

Hysfe~,

Weston

However, Hyster may close its plant (See Appendix).

--Truck traffic from Hyster does not have a severe impact on the
rest of the neighborhood.

They presently enter the Hyster complex

along 30th and 32nd Avenues.
--access to tbe warenousing below MultnQmah is primarily from
south side of

th~_B~nfield

Freeway.

--There is no public open space in this area.
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t~e

Preserve the

compa~bitity

UPith tn-e residential, US~$.

of the manufacturing-warehousing uses

Preseroe tHe mi:ced-use cha:.r-aeter of the

neighborhood by enooitmging existing manufaetuPing activities in this--·
area to remain.
OBJECTIVES AND,STRATEGIES
Objective 1:

Ensure that traffic generated by'manufacturing-warehousing

uses has a minimal impact on the residential area.
Stra.tegy 1.1:

Establish on-goi?g communication. with the manufacturing-

warehousing activities to discuss possible alternative solutions to
dealing with traffic

co~gestion

shifts at Hyster to reduce

rus~

...

problems.

For example, stagger

hour traffic, ride-sharing to

reduce automobile congestion, a bus-fare subsidy program to
reduce

automob~le

dependency.
~

Strategy. 1.2: ,
area.

~e-dire~t

....-

--

truck

---..,...---

~

~raffi~

to avoid

-

-

affe~~i~g

the residential

For example, identify an alternative to Multnomah Street

for a western access to the manufacturing-warehousing activities in
the gulch.

.

Objective 2:

(Also see Section I(D), Transportation.)

Explore alternatives to HI and M2 zoning east of 28th.

These designations are restrictive in that they do not allow
non-manufacturing uses.
of the neighborhood.

This is contrary to the mixed-use emphasis

In addition, many of the uses permitted in

the M1 zone are too intense to be compatible with adjacent residential
uses'.
Strategy 2.1:

Investigate the possibility of rezoning this area M3.

Within this zone single-family houses, duplexes, attached housing;
and low-and medium-density apartments are permitted, as are
general commercial activities, labor intensive industry, light
28

~

manufacturing, warehousing and, distrihutio~., .. , M3 zqning would not
preclude the use!? that currently exist in this area.,
Strategy 2.2:

I

,

If

rezo,n~ng

to

~3

is I\ot practicp.l" investigate the'

possibi+ity of rezonit,lg the Ml area M2.

The purpose of -th,e M2 zo-ne

is similar to that of the Ml zone in protecting
intrusion of non-manufacturing uses.

a~ins~

the

It does, however, allow

certain commercial and residential uses"wlri"ch "the Ml zone does not.
M2 uses are less intense than Ml uses, and so more compatible
with the residential area.
Objective 3:

Encourage an atmosphere of cooperation between the

residential area and the manufacturing-warehousing area.
Stra'tegy 3.1:

Develop a

Nei'ghbo~hood

Wa,tch program to protect

~gainst

vandalism occuring within manufacturing and warehousing properties.
Strategy 3.2:

Construct a landscaped berm along the east side of

28th at the corner of Halsey.
landscap,;.n~

This would provide much-needed

and also protect' the Hyster property from damage

caused by automobiles missing the turn at Ealsey and 28th.
Strategy 3."3:
Re~reational

Develop a park (See Section I (C), Public and
Space).
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- .. - ...

C.

PUBLI-C AND RECREATIONA"L -SPACE
-

-" "Gift Catalogue" was used to raise
money and materials for the small park, completed last month, and for
beautification of the Pedestrian Patha network of safe, pleasant streets to
walk along. Items in the Catalogue..
ranging from benches to grass seed,
were. donated or purchased with
donated funds.
"The businesses and corporations in
the area, along with privatCf citize'Rs,
really pitched in to buyout the
,Catalogue," saidSpencer. Seve raJ annual events, including Neiglibor Day,
.. will raise funds for maintenance of the
_ ne~ par~ and'the Pedestrian·Jfath.
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~"",.:.

.~,.

ISSUE STATEMENT
There is no public recreational or open space in Sullivan's
Gulch; no common ground for people to gather socially and therefore
no place for people to meet and develop a sense of belonging
neighborhood.

~o

--

their

Vacant land suitable for a community park is at a

premium, and generally owned by corporations with an eye toward future
development.

Planning for and locating public recreational space will

require creativity, time and money, but the process and product will
benefit the neighborhoo<i.,e
FINDINGS
--Holladay Park, the "designated" park; for Sullivan's Gulch, is in
the extreme southwest carner of the neighborhood.

Access to

Holladay Park for ne.ighborhooq. residents is res tricted e Fifteenth
and 16th Streets ?rre heavily travelled (5,000-10,000 vehicles/day)
and act as

barriers between the neighborhood and the park.

The

park itself is essentiaily walled off from residents by Lloyd Corporation
property on the west, the future Light Rail transit station on the
south, the GSA building on the east and Lloyd Center on the north.
In add~t{on,---tJ:ie cr~a.tion--of ihe -iight rail -station in the p~rk and
associated design changes Will-reduce its value for neighborhood
-Use.

as

Real"istically,- Holladay -Park -does not serve the neighoorhood

-ci community park.

--The creation of parks or recreational space was one of the major
issues identified at the Neighborhood Workshop.

The telephone

survey of neighborhood residents found that 67% of the respondents
would use a park if it were available, 54% would utilize places
--_.._- --- --------
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to sit, 46% would util1te arts and crafts facilities, 43%
would use a swimming pool and 42% would use places to jog.
--Vacant land that· is-available andror suitable for a park is
scarce.

Such lana is privately owaed, generally by large

cor~

orations (Lioyd/Weston/Hyster) and more than likely scheduled for
future commercial development.·
--There are few if any pedestrian amenties in Sullivan's Gulch,. i.e.,
founfains, bus sheLters, kiosks.
~La~ge

vacant

parcels on the southern boundary of 'Area 5 are

steeply sloped.

They could be terraced, but noise from the'

Banfield Freeway would be unpleasant' and disruptive.

In addition,

exhaust· fumes' from cars on the Freewaj would be detrimental to
heal.th, especially for those exercising'.
--The

~iey

does ·not have funds to acqu1re or'maintain any new parks.

The·<tlty's reluctance to accept operation and maintenance of parks
l-ess than two acres' in size directly affects bhis neighborhood.

--An innovative, tnoughtful approach is+ required to provide
recreational and open-space opportunities for Sullivan's Gulch.

create a

t~veable

the. cpeation-of. pubZic
goatwitZ

s~pve

-environment fop neighborhood peSidents thpough
pec~eationaZ

and

ope~

space.

Attainment of the

to puZZ the community togethep; ppovide pZaces to meet

and socialize fop aZZ ages; ppovide play axaeas fop childPen" safe fpom
the dang8PS of trafFic; possibly ppovide gaPden spaae fop apaxatment
dwe Zleps and identify a safe poute fop pedestPian .traffic.

OBJECTIVES AND STRATEGIES
Planning for and implementation of this

goa~

will require considerable

effort by neighborhood residents on three levels; design and siting,
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funding, and

th~ acqui§i~ign

objectives anc!

,stra~egie~

of

fQ;t'

~eq~~ntial,

not exclusive and

me~ting

go~l'.·

this

to

fo~tion

of a.

committee to work with residents, businesses,
ment

The"objectives are

b~ wor~~d

~and pr9aure'tIlen~

step should be

ini~ial

What follows are the

w~l~ ne~a

but

rently with one anothE\I:, :i,";e",
fore, the

R+ope~ty.

on concur-

and funding.,
par~

There~

-~

planning

~orporations

and govern-

~gencies.

~und~~g ~nd

In addition to the design,
the parks committee will have
recreational
tena~ce

~paces

and

t~

choose

determ±~e

acquisition of property,

manag~men~ ~trategies

who will be

~esponsible

for the

for main-

of these spaces.

Obj~ctive

1:

J;,den~d.fy

land q.vailable and suitable for

and open space in the

~eighborhood.

~ecreational

P~ovide r~creational

spaces

throughout the .neighb,qrh90d} for the various s.E!gments of the
nei:ghbQrhood popw.ation.
space.

recr~a.ti~nal

location qf these
s.uggest

obtai:n~n~

the .use of land

There exis ts an .j.IIP.l1edia·1tEf need for

For tpis rea;30n·a

sp~c~s

.·the

approach for the

is "'presenj:-ed .:below. ,Most of the strategies

permi~~.ion

curren~ly

shor~-t.erm.

of

t;he

,vario~s

pro.perty owners for

vacant or' unused.' Specific details with

regard to the duration of use,

maintenan~e respon~ibilities

,condi·tions will need to be addressed.

and

Eventually, a long term

solution can be pursued for donation or purchase of these or more
suitable propereies.
Strategy 1.1:
in

Sec~ion

Us,Lng the vae-ant land map and ownership .data (provided
II), identify potential parcels available to the

neighborhood.

Onc~

identified, the appropriate property owners can

then be approached with specific proposal.

(Some potential parcels

are identified in Strategies 1.4, 1.5, 1.-6'; and 1.7,)
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Walk thtough- potential sites to determine what t~es

Strategy·1.2:

of 'activities would be suitable at the specific location.
Strategy 1.3:

Fleet with the Bureau of- Parks, Bureau of Streets, and

Of'fice of Housing and Conmiunity"'Dev'e10pment to det::ermine available
resources and constraints.
Strategy 1.4:

Locate a "vest pocket" or mini park with -the senior.

resident in mind.

For example, the' Lloyd

lot' at the southwest coraer of 17th and
lot could

pr~vide ~n

Corp0rati0~

~asco

owns a vacant

(See Figure 2).

The

excellent outdoor area for the residents of

Holladay Park Plaza and the Fontaine.

Lloyd Corporation 'should

be approached with a proposal for temporary use of the vacant
pa~cel in o-rder to es tablfsh a "send-or" park..

Tentporary park furni-

ture, benches, ·flower basins, checkerboards, etc., could be located
on- the sit'e.
prQpert~

The possibility of permanently securing this

through donatibn or purchase should be

Strategy 1.5:

·~nvestigated.

Provide activity space for teens and adults.

A parking

lot at the northeast' eorner of 17th,and Wasco (See.Figure 2), appears
to be

as a parking lot.

under-util~zed

The owners might be approached

wi-th the idea of surrendering part of this lot -for neighborhood .
activities.

Basketbal!l court maFkings could 'be painted on the pave-

ment and a net erected at -one end.
'a possibrlity here.

Volleyball games might also be

This lot would also be an excellent space for

auctions or sales.
Hyster owns vacant property on 28th between Weidler and
Halsey (see Figure 2).
prevent vandalism.

Currently, this grassy area is fenced to

Hyster 'should be approached by the park committee

with a proposal for use of this space.

The fence eouId be pulled

back to allow access to the· field while still maintaining the
necessary security.
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should be
................... jIIlJo

segment.on 27th Street, sOGth of Wasco,

~J'en ~pace.

coul~

A half-block

be such qn opportunity

(see Fi&ure 2). ~othe~ va~iation on the ~tre~t/pa~k theme is the·
Play Street concept.

Portland's Arter!al Street Classification Policy

states.tq.at:
itA Play Street is J.ntended to pro-viQ,e for non-tt::ansportation
·uses of a Local Service Street. A Play Street should be
designated in a~qor.dance with the Weighborhood Traffic Cgntrol
Program, fQr closure, either permanent or for specific limited
per~ods of ti~~.
A P~ay Street sho~~ b~ c~osed in such a
manner as to pr.ovide necessary access to abutting properties
and for emergency vehicJ-e~.n
Str§teSl 1.7:
child~en.

Prov~de

a

~est I?0~ket

or mini-pat;:k,. safe

located .and' ,is set back from the street.
mature Qedge.

Oll

~nd

fQ~nta~n

tree on this, grassy

either a temporary or

procuring the sit-El on. a perpJanen,t

.obje.:tive 2:

poss~ble expan~ion

baa~

se~ured

for the site

Play equipment need not

pipes

-cLimbing might be donated by Hyster.

well as

Benches, a sand box, a

~ot.

pe~nent; b~sis.
tire~,

The lot is centrally

There already exists a

and play equipment coqld all be

be .elabQrate, perhaps s01lle old
~pr

small

A vacapt lo·t on -M:U:ltnom.ah .. b~~ee'(l 2ls:t and 22nd (See

Figure 2) may be appropriate for a 1tt;Q:t" lot,

water

f~r

,.o~

even an old tractor

The possibility of
should be i-nvestigated as

to the south •

Raise funds for recreation&l and open s .pac.e.

Strategy 2.1:

Investigate forming a non-profit, tax-f!Jf.empt organization

to receive tax-detiuQtible contributions of cash, land or materials.
(See Section I (F), Neighhorhood Orgapization.)
atrategy 2..2:

Pla!-1 fundraising events to generate money for the

non-profit organization or public agency. (See Section I (F»
Strategy 2.3:

Solici~ cont~ibu~ions

from: neighborhood businesses and

residents as well as those in the larger
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comm~ity.

Strategy 2.4:
p~rtfolio

Publish 'a gift·catalogue.

A-gift. catalogue is a

that identifies specifle ~ecreat~on items that individuals,

organizations, businesses or corporations' can
borhood.

..'~uyn

for the

neigh~

This list may inclHde specific icems such as park benches,

water fountains, trees, etc. It may also identify specific cash
needs and/or "Clonated service" possibilities.

Not only does

the community as a whole become familiar arid sensitive to their own
needs tht'o'ugh the cataJ.:ogue, but it provides a ready ''wish list."
Strategy 2.5:

Investigate forming a Local Improvement District.

(See Section I (E), Strategy 3.6)
Strat~gy

'2.6:

Contact the Bureau of Parks to obtain information on funds

available for operation/maintenance, or information on the projected
costs ·of operation/maintenaftce if the neighborhood identifies other
futldfng sources'.
Strateg~

2.7':

Contact ·:t:he' Housing and Community Development office to

attempt to renegotiate funding on the basis of

Holla~ay

Park not

being available to neighborhood residents.
Gdntacts/Re&ourees:
1.

Trus t for Pub lic, Land
Room 2, Box 37A
Burton, Washington
OR

(206) 463-3636

82 Second Street
San Francisco, CA 94105
(415) 495-4014

Their National Urban Land Pr~gram helps neighborhoods organize
around recreational land acqu1s~tion and development.
2.

The Heritage- Conservation and Recreational SerVice
440 G Street NW
Washington,'~.G.

20Q43

Their Private Sector Involvement Workbook provides detailed information
-ou-Communfty-organtzfng, furidraising, and gifts catalogues
3.

The Oregon Parks Foundation, Inc. (Larry Espey, Coordinator)
297-6043
They can help formulate funding strategies
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Objective 3:

Develop a

~edestrian Pa~hway"

purp'ose~~

1) to

~o

main

the

neighbor~ood a~~

rout~

The

for

.circulat~on

~athw.ay

p~ovide

a

rhe Pedestrian Pathway has

recreat~onal,opp~rtunity

2) to ,designate a safe,
th~

within

is a rec.reational

secu~e

for

and pleasant

neighborhpod and to points outsJd.e •..

elem~nt

in

a~d

of itself.

also be part of a larger scheme, whereby small

p~rks

It can

(see Objective 4),

scattered throughout the neighborhood, are l~nked hy the Path network.
The Pathway can unite the neighborhood,

en~ourage

pedestrian activity,

and pDOv,iqe aesthetic benefits to the area.
Strategy 3.1:

Designate a route for the
Fig~re

possible route is shown in
seve~al

2.

~Pedestri.an

This

P,athway.

rou~e wa~

One

chosen for

reasons:

d

-::-It~, is i~tend~d

to provide

connection~

and acc,esfS to specific points

such as the higher population concentrations thr9ughout the area,
potential park sites, bus s~ops, schools (See ~igure 3), Lloyd
and the shops on

Center~ ~yste~

--T~e conditio~

of the sidewalks,

Broagwa~.

locab~on~f

curb cuts and the

stre~ts/~ocks*housing

overall attractiveness of specific

was

generally good.
Strategy 3.2:

Design special

treatme~t

for the

P~4estrian

Path

and parks.

This treatment would include the provision of pedestrian

amenit~es.

Stree~ furnit~r~'

such as park benches, permanent

checker boards, trash receptac.les, water fountains, kiosks, and
bus shelters could be locateq along
Sidewalks might be widened on

~ome

t~e

length of the Pathway.

blocks or 'realigned to provide

larger grass areas in the public right-of-way.

Crosswalks should

be painted wherever the path crosses an intersection.
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.

add to p~desErians' ~~!.~;t~~ of s~fe;y ~~~nd ~~ll~ a~se help delineate
the designated route.

Signing the route, for purposes of identifica-

tion, is also suggesteq.

(An

eY~mp1e

is the Portland Scenic Drive

system, where signs identify a chosen scenic auto route ...)

The

--.

neighborhood could devise their own logo or name for these signs.
(Perhaps the parks planning committee could sponsor a neighborhood
contest for the naming of the Pathway.)
Strategy 3.3:

Use the City tree planting program to enhance the

pathway and the neighborhood as a whole.
Objective 4: ' Locate and provide community garden space for apartment
residents.
Strategy 4.1:

Negotiate with owners of vacant lots for temporary use

of that land for community gardens.
Strategy 4.2:

Test soil for lead or other toxic substances residual

in. the soil from old buildings/paints/pipes.

(The State will do this

for free.)
Stretesy 4.3:

Plan a neighborhood meeting solely around this issue',

hopefully pulling renters and the elderly into the neighborhood
association.
Objective 5:

Provide a community center.

Strategy 5.1:

A vacant warehouse could provide an excellent location

for a community center.
indoor

volleyba~l,

Arts and crafts, education, book-lending,

tennis and swimming are all possible activities.

There are a number of options for structuring and organizing the
center.

The center might be run as a cooperative.

would be responsible for staffing and management.

Volunteers
(To investigate

this approach, contact other co-ops--the Food Front in northwest
Portland is one.

Other approaches may be investigated by contacting

the Northwest Service Center at 228-6972.
has a community 'center, net.werk.)

4.-"

Vancouver,

B.~. al~q

D.

TRANSPORTATION

Other signs of change are also visible
in Sullivan's Gulch, according to
Spencer. uMore pedestrians use the
streets now, and there's a lot less traffic:
roaring through the, area." She at..
\ tributes the- Improvements to increased residential development, both
multi..f,mily af!d row house$, pnd traf·
fic diverters and chokers, which
narrowh.s.treets to discourage traffic.
<c
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ISSUE STATEMENT
High volumes of traffic on residential streets is a serious concern
in Sullivan's Gulch.

Residents feel the increasing volumes and

speeds~

of vehicles passing through the neighborhood are fostering an unsafe
:...-_.~n~ironment.

The

_~oca_~.:!-on an~

effects of heavily

~raveled

streets act

as a disincentive to neighborhood cohesion; certain streets are barriers
which pedestrians are reluctant to cross.

In addition, land use and

development patterns are affected.
FINDINGS
--Sullivan's Gulch. is bor~ered an4 bisected by a number of
heavily traveled

streets~

Broadwar, Weidler, Halsey, 15th, 16th,

21st, and Multnomah to 21st and 28th.
,--When compared to the city as a whole, the neighborhood's minor
traffic streets have higher than average traffic volumes.
--Light Rail construction will cause permanent closure of
Holladay Way, temporary closure of the 28th Avenue bridge (two years),
, and narrow.ing of the 21st -Avenue bridge from four to l:two lanes
(two years).
--The neighborhood will be affected by the street closures; traffic
volumes are likely to increase on Multnoruah, 21st and other
neighborhood streets.
--There is a lack of up-to-date traffic volume

co~nts

on neigh-

borhood streets.
--Neighborhood Need Reports submitted in the past four years focus
on the issue of traffic volumes and speeds on residential streets.
--The City of Portland's Traffic Bureau does not feel there is a
problem in this neighborhood.
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Specifically, they feel that

volumes and speeds are not excessive and therefore no action is
needed.
--Many residential streets in hhe neighborhoo'd are narrow.
--Some of the residences and businesses do not have off-street
parking.
--Residents feel that speed limits are not observed or enforced.
--The speeds and volume of vehicles on 21st Street act as a barrier,
dividing the neighborhood.
--MOre curb cuts and crosswalks are needed throughout the neighborhood.
--Increased development may exacerbate traffic problems.
--Downgrading 15th and 16th Streets to neighborhood collector status
has been proposed the Arterial Streets Classification Policy
update'.
--The telephone survey of residents found that traffic noise is

.,

a concern of some residents.

Lessen the impaat of t-Paffia on the ntaighbohooa.
OBJECTIVES AND STRATEGIES
Objective 1:

Ob.tain up-to-date traffic volume and speed data to address

both short- and long-term pr0blems.

Traffic counts should be

taken on east-west as well as north-south streets.

Special attention

should be directed toward Multnomah to monitor impacts of Light
Rail and its surrounding development.
Strategy 1.1:

Persuade the Traffic Bureau to take traffic counts

throughout the neighborhood for peak traffic flow as well as
average daily flow.

The counts should be taken as soon as possible.

Repeated contacts and requests will be necessary to persuade the
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Traffic Bureau.

Contacting the Commissioner in charge of the

Bureau may be effective.
Strategy 1.2:

If the neighborhood is unable to persuade the Traffic

Bureau to take the counts, residents may take the counts

themsely~s.

Since careful methods must be used to give the counts credibility
outside the neighborhood, the neighborhood should:
--Ask a professional (planner, traffic consultant, etc.) to
advise them on appropriate methods,
--Apply for a technical assistance grant from the Office of
Neighborhood Associations or a private foundation to hire such
a professional, or
--Talk with other neighborhood associations that have collected
their own traffic data (The Office of Neighborhood Associations
may know which neighborhoods have done this).
Objective' 2:

Monitor the effects of tight Rail and where appropriate,

take steps to alleviate problems.
recommended to address

conges~on

A short-term emphasis is
and increases ,in speed and

volume caused by street closures.
Strategy 2.1:

Ask the Portland Planning Bureau's Transportation

Department to perform a neighborhood-wide traffic study to assess
the short- and long-range effects of Light Rail.

This would be

more comprehensive than taking traffic counts.
Strategy 2.2:

Investigate the possibility of placing temporary barriers

at strategic locations to discourage use of neighborhood streets by
through traffic.

The street closures will frustrate motorists,

which may result in attempts to find short cuts through the residential neighborhood, higher speeds and careless driving.
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Consider

-

_ _~~~~~_~~ ti!!~.~~,~tai:n ~!:,;-~e~~~~~-,-~~_~ col_l~~_~ors duri~~ construction,
...

--

e.g., Multnomah and 28th, tp reduce through traffic on all
residential streets. during Light Rail construction period.
Strategy 2.3:

pa~rols

Request police

to monitor an.d

enforc;~_sp~~d

_".

limits and to assure that if temporary barriers are erected, they
are not abused.
Strategy 2.4:

Investigate the possibility of adjusting the traffic

signal at Multnomah and 21st to alleviate congestion caused by
the narrowed bridge.

Changing th,e signal from "two-way" to

ttfaur-way" (i.e., only eastbound traffic could travel through the
intersection, then only northbound, etc.) might be one solution;
right- and left-turn lanes (with or without traffic signal
arrows) might be another.
Objective 3:

Create a formal mechanism for on-going participation in

planning and

monito~ing

of the Light Rail system.

While Objectives

1 and 2 recommend strategies to identify and alleviate specific
problems, there should also be a recognized mechanism for communication and exchange of information with Tri-Met, city bureaus, and
developers.
Strategy 3.1: . Appoint a person or committee as the "official contact"
~

f

for Light Rail,_

A representative from the committee should attend

the monthly meetings of Tri-Met's Banfield Light Rail Citizens
Forum, and should explore the possiblity of establishing a
committe~

representing only the neighborhoods

surro~nding

the Lloyd

Center Light Rail station.
Contacts:

Sharon Mainzer, Tri-Met Community Relations
Specialist;

2~a-5836.

the Citizens' Forum)
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(She is responsible for

Steve Burdick and Phil Whitmore, Corporation for
. Transit I~p~~v~me~_t} _c<?~~~c:~ __ thr~ugh Metro, 221-1646.
(Their emphasis has been on development programs in
'conJunction with private concerns.)
Objective 4:

Encourage residential use and control of streets with the

emphasis on increased liveability.

Emphasize pedestrian use of

the street and sidewalk as opposed to the predominant- auto orienta~ion.

Strategx 4.1:

Discourage use of residential streets by through traffic.
1

There are a number of options for reducing the easy flow of
traffic.
--Installation of stop signs is a relatively inexpensive and
accepted approach.

Numerous stops effectively reduce overall

speed and inconveni~nce throu~h traffic, making other routes
more attractive to the motorist.
--Reduction of speed limits, if enforced, can discourage traffic.
--Signs prohibiting turns can alsQ be effective.
--Installation of temporary or permanent barriers or diverters can
divert or bar traffic from a particular route.
direction of traffic
of such devices.

~an

The flow and

be controlled through the placement

A semi-diverter is a physical barrier permitting

travel in one direction only.

Diverters are usually placed

diagonaliy across four-way intersections, turning a grid system
into loops and cul-de-sacs.
Other options include:
--Barriers, placed close to an intersection, allow auto access at
only one end of a block.
..J

Barriers can be temporary wooden sawhorses,

simple planting areas, or even small playgrounds.
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(See Figure 4)

--Chokers narrow a street, reducing traffic flow.

Permanent

chokers are somewhat expensive as they require reconstruction of
sidewalks and drainage facilities.
benefits;

However, they prqvide many

if placed at an intersection,

pe~estrian

travel is

easier as streets are narrowed and s:ldewalkf?· are '.expanded.
availab~e.

If placed at mid-block, places to play or sit become

One-way ~outi~~_o~. ~raf~Jc.an~.alternat;ve par~i~g sehem~s are.often
used with chokers.
~~

street.

They can enhance the

Other

quality of a

(See Figure 4)

--A mid-block Eark.allowa
~lock,

a~sthetic

traf~ic

to enter from

bo~h

ends of the

but not travel througn.

op~ions a~e

discussed ip. Section I, (C), Public

a~d

Rec%eational Space.
Objective 5:

Increase pedestrian saf,ety.:.

Strategy 5.1:

Install curb cuts (wheelchair ramps) at intersections.

Those along the Pedestrian Path (See Section I (C)) and in areas with
high population concentrations should be given priority.
Strategy '5.2:
Ah~adni ,sign~

Strategy 5.3:
elev~t~d

Paint crosswalks at intersections.

Install:."Crosswalk

at mid-block and flashing signs above· crosswalks.
Install elevated crosswalks, where the

to curb level at intersections.

~treet

is

The effect is similar to

that ,of a curb c;ut, and also provides a "speed bump" to slow

traf~ic.

Strategy 5.4: Adjust the timing of traffic signals to allow $ufficient
time for pe~estrians to cross busy streets.
Strategy 5.5:
~

Install "demati:d, sigrial.s, 11 where th'e pedestr"ian presses

button -to change the traffic signal.

Shrategy 5.6:

Install median stripsA

j

(See section I(B), Change and

Development, discussion of ,Area 2)
Strategy 5.7:

Institute a program of neighborhood policing where

-.--------~-."---

..
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FIGURE 4:

STREET BARRIERS

AND CHOKERS
BAR AI E"A S:

l!.. '

.,

~--~

- - -- i-- "'-""-.-.lo--::

A CMOKEB WITH
ALTERN'rA.T'lve PARKING:

Drawtngs: from

LIVEABLE STREETS
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license plates of speeding cars are recorded and reported to the
Police Bureau.
Objective 6:

Divert truck traffic from residential streets.

Strategy 6.1:

Post signs prohibiting trucks over a certain tonnage.

Stl:ategy 6.2:

If warehousing activities continue to develop south of

Multnomah, investigate the possibility of constructing a new road
to divert truck traffic from Multnomah.

One possible route would

enter from the southwest corner of the neighborhood near 16th Drive.
Objective 7:

Conduct a comprehensive traffic study in the neighborhood

and formulate a long-range plan for traffic circulation.
Strategy 7.1:

Contact the Transportation Section of the Portland Bureau

of Planning to request the study and plan.
Strategy 7.2:

Conduct a private study.

(See Strategy 1.2 for sources

of technical assistance.)
Strategy 7.3:

Approach the School of Urban and Public Affairs at

Portland State University about graduate planning students
undertaking the study and plan as a class project.
Objective 8: --Monitor new 'd'evelopment -tc? ensure that it does not

negaJ;~vely

affect traffic patterns and the residential quality of the neighborhood.
Strategy 8.1:

Analyze proposed access points from new development.

Recommend that access be directed away from sensitive or congested
streets whenever possible.
Strategy 8.2:

Review proposed development plans to assure provision

of adequate off-street parking.
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E.

SAFETY AND SECU.RITY

Crime was tlie first probiem tackled
by the uEmer:gized" and . e.xpa,!decf~1
neighbc)Fhood association-in 198:t,said
Spencer. Community education
sessions are held e.~ch month; Projects
such as PLOT (Porch lights On
Tonight) and tree trimming to increase
street lighting efficiency have been
effe~ive in making the streets brighter
and safer at night. The Block Watch
p~ogram-taas exp4.,ded throughqu1 th.e
neigh borhood, spurred by the success
of the program-crime rates have con:tinu~d to drop as ·more blocks' p'articipate in the program.
Teenagers distribute newsletters
about the projects and operate an
escort serv!ce fo~ ~Iderfy residents apprenensive about walking alone in"the
neighborhood. Teenagers also serve
on the nt!!lghbornood .association's
committee on juvenile activities.
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ISSUE STATEMENT
Crime is a significant problem in Sullivan's Gulch in terms of
both actual crimes and residents' perceptions.

Residents' fears a:re _.".

evidenced by reduced social activities and little pedestrian traffic
after dark.

This contributes to the lack of cohesiveness in the

neighborhood and may in itself make the neighborhood more vulnerable
to crime.

Crime prevention comes not so much from police intervention

as from establishment of a vital

in which all regular users

commuq~ty

of the streets reco~fze th~t th~y const~tute the Cbmmuni~y, and are

-.

prepared to

become~ersbnally

involved.

FINDINGS
--Sulliv.an's Gulch has

a higHer

crime rate (crimes per 1000

population) than ihe c(ty.as ~ whQ~e 9r the Outer Northeast
District.
-Although the' ~el' of' crimes is ~imilar both east and west of
,

I/:'

NE 21st, the c}:'ime- rate is higher t~·the west because the
population is smaller.
--In the telephone survey of neighborhood residents, 27% of the
respondents said crime was one of the three things they
disliked most about the neighborhood.

While 71% of the

respondents said they feel "safe" or "very safe" while walking
in their neighborhood during the day, only 22% report similar
feelings of safety when walking after dark.

TWenty percent

say they feel only "somewhat safe" after dark.

Eighteen percent

report feeling "unsafe" or "very unsafe," and 40% say they do
not go out at all after dark.
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-"More crime patrols" was identified as the third most
. important issue at
11

_

the-~Nt;j:gbb.Qt:bQ.od.

"

.I

.~

..

--Research done- In 197.2 on c'rime

Grimes

WQrksho·p".-

occurred·~et~een ~.~.~.

~n.

-Portland found that most

and midnight, followed.by

midnight to 3 a.m., and then 3 a.m. to 6 a.m.
found that most crimes occur in the street.
·~~:~q~ent lo~atio~ of cri~~~

is

The same study
The second most

r~sidence~,·followed

by

businesses, including taverns.

Reauce arime in SuLLivan's Gulch and ppovide
~esidenf;8

neighbo~hood
;

tJi th a 8e118'6 'of 'Safe tIl and securi ty- ~n t'heip

neighbo~hbod.

OBJECTIVES AND STRATEGIES
Objective 1:

Educate the. community on crime and crime prevention

Strategy 1:1: Pubiish~a:
. 'GUlch newsletter.
Strategy 1.2:

crim~

ptevention co:lumn-.. :in the Sullivan's

Institute a crime education program

ihv~lving

speakers, and

discussion at monthly meetings... A format is suggested below:
MONTH 1
TOp·IC!: The Block Watch progt;am
RESOURCES: Neighborhoods Against Crime (248-4763)
Bloclt. :Home. Program (23.4-6760;''''Frances Potter)
OUTCOME: L~st of names of individuals Wilting to sponsor
block meetrings to set up block program•
..J

MONTH 2
TOPIO;· Crime on the st~1:eets of S·Ull1.van f s Gulch
RESOURCES:' East Frecinct, Portland Police Bureau (248-5696)
Crime Prevention 'Unit--crimes against the
elderly (248-4~26, Jim Nelson)
Downtown Co~unit~-Associat!Pn~-eacort $ervice
(223-9949, Jessica Richman)
OUT€OME: Set ~up self-defense' program', identify people interested
in' developing 'an "e"seort -pr~tan1'in
,

..

J1QN'l;H· .3
TOPIC ;" -Crime in the' home,
RESOURCES: Crime Prevention Unit (248-4126).
-. -East ;Pr~_cin~t ~(24:8-569-6)
OUTCOME: Schedule loaning of electric engraver.
pclre~lul~. . ,illdividual ·home: aecu}:'ity .surveys .• _
Develop a Lock Installation Program.
MONTH 4
TOPIC: Crime deterrence through community organization
RESOUJiCES-: Repres-entatives from othe.r neighborhood organizations
Which have been successful in organizing, i.e.,
Buckma~,,· North~~st District. AsfJ.Pciation
OUTCOME: Scheduling community. events to draw neighbors together
(see Section I(F), Neighborhood Organization)
MONTH 5
TOPIC:

Crime deterrence through environmental design
~OPRGES:
~e.ighbp~~ood~Against Ctime (2~8-4763)
OUTCOMES: Street illumination program, tree trimming program,
park program
MONTH 6

TOPIC:

FamilX violence
Ch;l.ld. -Abuse:£rogram' (238-7555)
Domestic Violence Program (235~5333)
OUTCOME:. Family assistance program' {See -Obj ective 6)

_,~S0J1~GE;S'4

t

M0N'l1i 7

Juvepile crimes.
RESOURCES: Gerry Blake, Portland State University (229-4043)
OUT<l:OMK:'"' Teen program (See Objective 5)

~~OPIC:.

MONTH 8
J.

TOPIC:I Evaluating -.andsett;ing .priorities
OUTCOME: .Est~~ts~ a t~m~ ~ra~e to ~dqrese the problems,
and identify p'~ople to take responsibility for
coordinating the activities; establishing topics
for future educational programs.
Someone sqquld take no~es on eacn Q£ the segsions to be
put in thenewslett;e;r" 'noB~fQl1y draw1ng IIJ.Ore people to
.subs..equent sesqio.ns.
"

runding for

educatio~al

program

o~ the X~s~u~c~ people
vql~~teers, ~n4~vi4ualjbU&to~sses

While most

are from the City or are
or corporations may
sponsor sessions to cover the cost of flyers, refreshments,
advertising, etc.
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'J

.O~jective

2:

Develop a

B~ock

Watch program

I

Strategy 2.1:

Devot~

the~~ducational

one of

sessions to the topic

of Block Homes and identify' those who are willing to hold a block
meeting in their home.
Strategy 2.2:

one hlock for the program to get an idea of

Organ~ze

how much time it takes to establish each block.

Then develop

a schedule designed to organize every block by a given date.
o.bfective 3:

Increase illumtilation 'Of neighborhood streets.

Strategy 3.1:
through ehe

Porch

l~ght prog~am:

educ~tional

{nitiate turning on porch lights

program and the newsletter.

Incorporate

the porch light program ~nt~ the Block Watch program.
Strategy 3.2:

Trim over-hanging trees that block streetlights.

Strategy'3.3:

Identify streets

~

data on the necessity

~or

Street Light Progra~.
~ureau

of Streets

w~th~ut

street lights, and compile

street lights under the City Emergency

T~ ini~iate

(796-7l~6)

this process, contact the

to have a representative come to

'a neighborhood meeting.
~trategy

3.4:

Request

addit~onal

street lights through the Neighbor-

hood Need Reports.
Strategy 3.5:

Raise funds to purchase street lights.

'approximately $750.

Aft~F

Each light costs

the neighborhood pays for installation,

,the 'city will maintain the· lights.
Strategx 3.6:

Invesitgate forming a.Local-Improvement District (LID)

tu purchase street lights.

A minimum of 10 lights must be

purchased, at an approximate minimum cost of '$750 per light.
dwriets of 51% of the property in the neighborhood must sign a
petition asking for the LID, and the costs are paid by property
owners through a temponary increase in their tax assessments.
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Objective 4:

Establish an emergency communications system

Strategy: 4.1:
~~~~~ms

Watch~.program,

Within the Block

othe~

for contacting each

have neig1

to get or provide he

emergencies; a'fist of phone numbers and special skillf
a neighb'or knows CPR) may suffice •. _.Strategy 4.2:

-

... '"

'"

Publish a· map in the newsletter showing the

of poTiee and' fire call boxes, along with an article on
the call boxes and the 911

..

Strategy 4.3:
248-S600~

5-.1:

Strategy 5.2:
for

Work with the Police and Fire Bureaus to nave

them.

Organize juvenile

recz:~a1=ion

programs.

Work with churches and/Qr businesses to set up p:
j

e~u~ational

carpent~,

programs

etc.)

Strategz 5.3:
Qf abandoned
·"

areas without them. (P

closer to the ground, where children and those in wI

r~eh

~tratew

system.

Fire: 248-4375)

4

can

fo~

Request call boxes

St;atesx ·4.4:
p~aced

eme~gency

a

(e.~., skill~d

coffee house,: or

retirees teaching plu

~9,Unselling

program.

Develop a program to involv.e teenag.ers in rehabil
ftouse~

neighbpr~~9d.

in the

(Elliot neighborhoo

has a similar program)
Strat~gy 5.~:

Develop employment

dOI!B-tions from -businesses and
newsletters~ tri~

St.rategy ->\e.5:
or

o~~ortq~~ties

residen~s.,

pay teens to distrib

trees, and so on.

Develop a program where

di~abl~d_with

for teenagers.

liousework,

Portland,&ta~ Unii~rsity,

t;~en~gers

shoppin~, e~c.

assist the elde

(Contact Jerry Bla

229-4043, for information on simil

programs.)
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Strategy 5.6:: , Establish a committee of adults and teenagers to
plan and coordinate these activities.

Involving ·teenagers from

the start will help ensure success .•
Objective 6:

Develop an awareness of the problem of family violence,., '.

methods of prevention and identification of avenues for

inte~ention.

Devote o?e o(_th~. educational sessions to the topic of

Strategy 6.1:

family violence.
Strategy 6.2:

Include articles on family violence in the neighborhood

newsletter.
Strategy 6.3:

Discuss the issue at neighborhood meetings.

Strategy 6.4:

Develop a family assistance program which could include

child care programs and/or a grandparent program.
Objective 7:

Develop programs to deal with abandoned and dilapidated

buildings, and neighborhood, .litter.
Strategy 7.1:
abandoned

Provide the Bureau of Buildings with the addresses of
houses~

and encourage the Bureau to enforce the Abandoned

Housing Ordinance.
Strategy 7.2:
5.3).

Rehabilitate

buildings~

using teenagers (See Strategy

Contact the Portland Development Commission for information

on other rehabilitation programs.
Strategy 7.3:

Sponsor a neighborhood clean-up day.

Organize people

to help neighbors who are unable to pick up or transport their own trash.
Objective 8:

Collect neighborhood data.

The City's methods of collecting

and aggregating data are not always suitable to the needs of specific
neighborhoods:

information on location of cr'ime within a neighborhood

is not retained, nor are statistics for time periods less than one year.
Strategy 8.1:

Institute an incident-reporting system.

to collect and analyze reports.

Appoint one person

~

A form for reporting could be included in

the newsletter, to be brought to meetings or mailed to the "data collector.'
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F.

NEIGHBORHOOD ORGANIZATION
J
..

.....

... f

J.

....

~~

Neighbor Day.. started in 1983 as a
has .grown ..each
year-more than 3000 attended yesterday's festivities. "Most of the
neighborhood residents turned out,
along with others concerned with the
vitality of our neighborhood, and, of
COI,I.,e, people. who .come just because
it's a lot of fun;" said Spencer.
Live music. and dancing, ~Iong with
booths offering'food, trafts, -arid inform'atlon, filled the recently completed
"vest.. pocket"park as weIl'as, two
st~ets that are part of the Pedestrian
, fa~h in ~, !1~!lhborh~L:U-~ ... ..:.~. "
\ ~ "Dunn! the past 10 years, the Sul. livan's Gulch Neighborhood Associatidn' hUJ' gfadually acquired the skills
and support we needed to achieve our
..goals," sai~tSpel)cer.. "We-started with
. small things, and each of the small
successes (ave us fl!el for the n~~l
'l'leighborhood~picAfc,

I

J'

'1

challenge.'~
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ISSUE STATEMENT
Portland1 s neighborhood associations -typically are s~ll groups
of hard-working people.

Generally, they are reactive rather -than:-,act.lve;

they spend the bulk of their time and

e~~~gy reacti~g

to City actions,

development proposals, and immediate problems, and thus have little
energy,left to act--to plan, to set long-range goals, to think about
themselves as an organization and evaluate their function and direction.
This pattern is characteristic of most interest groups, and the Sullivan's
Gulch Neighborhood ASsociation (S?NA), is 'no· exceptiori.
FINDINGS
The SGNA has recognized the need 'to reeruit more active members.
The neighborhood assoc~ati6n, ~ ~~!i tr9u~ and predominantly homeowners,
needs both to expand: meI)lbership and

1m

'seek

r~presentation

of the diverse

interests in the nei~borhodcf:py- creating, ,~re interest in their activities.

In Por'tlandt-

ne~gl;1b~hood

be strictly represerttative of the

a.sso<,;iations are not intended to
~nterests

within their boundaries.

However, the more representative a ne:Lghh9rp.ood association.. is, the

mor~

effective it can be.
The difficulty for most groups is that to create the time and energy
to become better organized, they must be better organized.

Taking on

new or expanded activities requires more participation, more time, and
more energy_

However, at the same time, those activities frequently serve

to foster more participation.

A neighborhood

a~sociation

that has

been primarily active 'in land use issues may recruit a new segment of
the community with a primary interest in crime prevention; a neighborhood
association active in social issues, such as services for. the low-income
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and E~Ia:erly J may find new menlbers wh'o are concerned about energy
.f

conservation or recreation.

In addition, the new' and expanded activities

can make tne neighborhood associatlon"more visible and more attractive
.

,..

to new members.

While sponsoring an event or program requires. time and
the organization gains confidence and

energy, the rewards are great:

,

'1

Successfully tackling a new challenge

a feelihg of accomplishment.

often can revitalize an organization by bringing in new members and
r~new1?g t~e enthu~iasm ~~

old ,members.

rrp.e key to success is, the grad.ual de.ve+opment 1:).f skills that enable
~n organiz~tio~

!.he

b~s~

way

nei.8hb0:r.:.~?:?~

i~~lement

to

~o 1 b,egin

t~e initiaF~~e

and

S~_livan ',s

of

~hei~l~eighb9rhood •

p,r~ce$S

.of, nei..ghborh.oQd.

impleme~~ed

lead .;P lar,ge one.s.

By taking
interest

Q.once~ ~4,.. dir,ect, ~b.a

9,+g~nization

must

goals should be. set

b~~

Th~se ~maller goalp~establis~ ~onfi4en~e

and a

future

dev..eloprd in

first~ w.~th

~o~l~,apd ~~O! prQject~

before larger

efforts.

an4l) und,ert,ake !mall

posi~ive.action~·~hos~~ith ~

fpr

L~mited

pl~Jl

to

GulCh can deal with. their

progressive stages.
efforts

~s

s~ll successe~

~}~n~ing

in

. T~e

this pro.cess

p,roj,ects;

action.~hrpug~ the~~pwn

plans of

smaller

are

~ttempted.

worktn~ ~oundation

for

~he

neighborhood.
The Sullivan's Gulch Neighborhood Association seems to have a clear
idea of the problems and issues they are concerned with.

A number of

people within the association have already estaolished themselves as
active participants and leaders.

It is these people who can act as
iri.;Ltia~e p:r:o~:ects,

catalysts in the community, to recruit 1IJ.embers,
organize
The

partic~pation

~rocess

ot

of the

l~rger

neighbo+hood

ifying goals:-both larger,

community.

org~ni~at~on

IQng:-te.~

may take

goals and..

~JlY

SJ1U:l~).e.r
,.,
;

goals--and setting priorities is a initial step.
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and

paths.

Ident-

ma;re' immediate

Not all goals need to

(

b~

clear at the

they

may

d~velop

outs.et~

with

later in tqe

specifi~. .

~o .. _implement

programs

.~rocess.

t:g.eF in mind;

The neighborhood
may select one
"'!
"

or two areas that have high. priority and form a committee
•

~9

ftevelop

I

a specific course of action.
u

~

Any committee formed to approach an issue or project must be clear
('

in its purpose.

Identitication Qf a series of small goals, in

hierarchical form, will help to

i~itiate

action.

Identification of prb'blem, issues, and goals, and arit"1cipa'tion of
'future trends can provfde the basis for positive action. by' the
l

neighborhood. "To

~ffect

change, the neighborhood must choose courses

of.act±on ana mobilize the resoutces

to

a~h1evedg6als ana objectives.

The goa:l.s, obj"ectives, and st'rategies in thif:.i dectian are related
both

to

each other and to the goars, obj~ctives, ana strategies in the

preceding sections 0'£ thiS' report, as illustr-al:ed

in

Figure 5.

I

The

process of implementing goals and objectives while ,carrying ou~ strategies,
- wil1.~'bbfh-'-requiie and' fo'ster n~fg1iborhood organi'za"t!6n:

together.

It

Neighbor-

is 0 the mech~nism by whihh issUes can be discussea, common

goals rormulaied, possible solutions evaluated, courses of action
developed, and problems solved.

Build a

c;o~five"

effec;tiveness of the

vitaZ" and heaZthy neighborhood by inareQ.sing the

~~ghbophood

association.

OBJECTIVES AND STRATEGIES
Objective 1:

Establish long- and short-term goals, develop a short-term

program of action to ~cHieve the goals, and implement the program.

To

sdme ext~nt, "this study addresses this objective.

Go~ls are
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·suggested.

t~oughou~

the

yrecedin~ s~ctiQna

that the-neighborhood

association may adopt, and strategies for achieving the goals are
However, more work needs to be done by the neighborhood

pres'ented.
association.
Strategy 1.1:

Esta-b1ish 19n9-

a~:d

shart ....term: goals for the neighbor-

hood and th~~neighbufhood assoc~ation.

Ther~ are mauy ~echniques

for setting goals, including that used ax_t~e NeighbQ~hOod WorKshop,
....

or just schedu1!ng several discussions.

It is important' 'that

consensus be reached; no one person should draft the final set of
. goals., The goa1s recommended in this report, along ~1th i~formation
-

J

•

from the Neighbqrhood Workshop (See Appendix), t~e ~elepho~e survey
;I.

.,

of residents, and~th~ i~t~~view~ with special ineerest ~roup~ (See
.'

Section II(F})
Offic~

shoul~

be considered- in

d.~ve1(jp,~p.g

geals.

"(The

of Neighborhpod Associations can provide information on

techniques for setting goals and reaching c0Il:sensus.)
Go:als do not ha#ye to be hopelessly vague or :unret;lcha'ble.
"Reduce crime" cjin b'e a gQal, along ~ith "EStablish a ';a'lQck. Watch~
program

'It may be<

~asier

to.

esta~li~b bt:oa~ .. goals f:tr~t.

and t1fen

refine' them into- "sub-goals," commorily cailed "obJectives't n' that
are more specific.
Strategy 1.• 2:

Develop and implement a short-term program of action.

Choose several goals an~/or programs to implement immeaiately.
Develop a detailed progrt;Ul1. o~ implementat'ion.
many resources and program

suggestiQn~;

the most "do-able," considering the

This .report -offers

choose the

resourc~s'

~~es

av4:ilable.

that seem
Develop

detailed informat1on, identify resources, and set target dates.
It may be easier,':if several proj ects are started at once, to form
sub-cQmmi~tees,

e.g., one on crime, one to Qrganize a neighborhood

activity (See Objective 3), one to concentrate on increasing
membership {See

Object~ve

2).
CQ

~I

,Objective 2:

Increase the

ac~ive me~~rsh~~

of the

,

nei~h?orhood

Ii'"

association .
and the '
degree to which the

mewhersh~p

reflects the

!.-

diverse interests of the neighborhood.
~ ~

i

Strategy 2.1:

~e~son

Ask each active member to bring one

K

meeting.

~

to each

This can double attendance.

Strategz: 2.2:. Hand-deliver newsletters to ,res!?ents and businesses
to meet and personally invite them to meetings.
Find one person on each block and in each large apart:

m.ent building to act as the 411contact" for tp,e neighborhood association.
Strate~y

2.4:

Identify segments of the

commun~ty

that are not active

in the neighborhood association (e.g., elderly, teenagers, renters,
i

businesses) and formulate strategies to recruit them.

For example,

talk to the managers of the apartment buildings for. elderly
residents about holding a

me~ting

in one of the

~uildings.

Consider

what factors may keep people who would like to attend from coming
to meetings.

For example, some may be

appr~hens1-ve

about walking

,~

home in the dark after an evening

~eeting.

publicizing meetings, to walk people home
Strate~·2.5:

Pffer, in newsletters
a~ter ,da~k.

Increase the visibility of the neighborhood association:

--Put out monthly newsletters (or at least

meetin~

announcements).

The newsletter can be used to publicize neighborhood association
projects and events, and stimulate interest.
·available through· the Office of

Ne~ghborhood

,

Funding may be
('

Associations, or

local businesses may donate money, materials, or printing.

A

strong effort to reach those in apartment buildings should be
,

made, either by asking building

~nagers

"

to allow distribution,

or by mailing the newsletters--the reverse telephone directory
can provide names and adqresses, or, for a small
-

c-

I'

~ee,

the County

II

can provide adhesive mailing labels listing all registered voters
in the neighborhood.

-seek coverage'" of the neighborhood and neighborhood events by the
media.

The

Cfty Office
.

r'

~,."

of Neighborhood Associations can provide

."..,"""

advice on how to contact the press.

--~ponsor neighborhood event~.

./

(See Objective 3)

--Implement some of the strategies recommended in this report •
. (See Objective 1)
--Ensure that people know that monthly meetings are open to the
public, and are not restricted to Board Members.
Objectiv~ 3:

Sponsor neighborho~d events to increase the visibility

of and stimulate interest in the neighborhood association, and
to foster a sense of community.

Events can also raise money for

neighborhood association activities.
M

When planning neighborhood

•

events, it is important to start small; taking on a large and
complex event without previous experience increases the chances of
failure, with a resulting loss of confidence.

Staging small events

builds 'b1oth skills and donf:idence, and teaches some of the problems
(e.g., pUblicity) co~on to larger events.

Some hints that will

help in staging any event:

~D6n't underestimate the complexity of any eveht; what sounds
simple often isn't.

Talk to other neighborhood associations that

,-

have sponsored similar events, and ask what problems they ran
into the first time they did that particular event.
--Expect unexpec~ed problems, especially at the last minute.

Allow

some extra time and money for the last-minute crises, and don't
-be surprised by 'them.
--Remember that "the first one is the one you learn on."

Keep

expectations reasonable, and expect to. make mistakes the first
time you stage a particul~~ event.

The only way to learn how

to put on an event is to do it, so th:Lnk of the first time as
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beiIlg th:e one that reaches -you how to do it.
Strateg~

3.1:

Begin with

smal~

advance work, or capital.

events that require, little energy,

Examples might include·:

oioi-An annual Neighbor Day featur:ing a ~neighbo~hood: picnic_ ~n , __ .

Hollada.y Park o'r on some 'I1acant pr.operty.
their
~

o~

,Residents bring

lunch and the neLghborhood assoctation provides (free

or for sale) one popular item, such as remonade or ice cream,
donated b¥ a ',local, business..

Neighbor ·Day coull:l later be

expanded (S1!e Straegy 3.2).
--A

H~loween

parade for children in the neighborhood, with prizes

for costumes.- This could raplace the tradi·tioP4l '·trick-or-treating."
Elderly
-~Blo.ck

resid~nts

could distribute candy or judge costumes.

parties' can he held by 'any group- of· ·nei.ghbors.

petitions and procedures avail·able

~through

Have

the b.e:i;ghborhood

assocd.ation', and 'discuss the idea 'in newsletters'.
Strategy 3'.2:

Af.t.er the neighborh0od association }.S. elQlertc;nced in

staging small events, take on a larger one.,
'Neighbor Day to include a street ,datlce wi'th

For example, expand
li:v~

iflu.s1c.

neighborhood association can sell food'and beverates.
selling crafts and offering information
as. crime prevention, can.- be set up.

o~various

The
Booths

subjects, such

Neighb,orhood garage sales,

where everyone brings their goods, and the neighborhood association
takes a pe'rcentage, have been sponsored by ot.her neighborhood
associations.
Strategy 3.3:

Talk to the Office of

Neighbo~hood

Associations and to

other neighborhood groups to get ideas for events that may work in
Sullivan's Gulch.

Other neighborhood associations sponsor a variety

of activities, from pancake breakfasts, spaghetti dinners, and
neighborhood picnics, to full-fledged street fairs.
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Objective 4:

;Raise 1UOn.~y.

While m.ost ne1gbbQrhood asso'ciations have

lit-tIe money, the lIlQre they
wheth~r

it 'is

to{~st~ge

have~,

the mare thex can achfeve,

l.arger 'lleighp.orhood. avents;, 'purchase street

lj;ghts fpr the lle1ghborl'tood, send out more new.slettet'!s, 9X
" members to

wor~hops

increa~ingly

can provide

(See

., wbe.n

Sponsor

Obje~t~ve

Strat~SI

,4.2:-

impQrt.ant...

on most of these.

neighbo~hood

stra~gies.

events where 'money can be raised

3).

P'Ptain

~~~~~ng

f~d-raising

The Of;fi-ce of Neighborhood Associations

mo.~~ i~fo~tion

4.~:

Strategy

.ms

funds, as,

non~pJ:ofit
~donations

status-.
to·

th~

This status is invaluable

organization are tax-

~~ductib~~ .-·~_._~~ch. ~tatus is fairl.:y easy t.o ob~ain.

,nne· ;Public. Int'elt'est: can prov:i::de -informati.on
s,tatus.., a'S can most
"Strategy 4.3:
othe~s

Strategy
tions.

with
~.4:

_.

to improve their skills..,l IGiven current ·City budget

cuts, wh:1;c-h a:t:e ,likely to continue, nefghb'orhood
.is

s~_n.d

a~count:ants

OD!

(The Accountants fo:r

how to obtain this

and attorneys.•)

Splici·t donations from residehts, b"'usinesses', and
inter~sts

in

~he

neighb»rhood.

Request grants from the Office

o~

Neighborhood Associa-

They hav.e limited funds available for neighborhood self-

help projects,.

The. grants a'Te usuall,y small, and given one time

only; they are meant to act as "seed" money -rather ,than operating
funds •
.Strategy 4- .5;

Apply to private foundations for grants.

of Neighborhood -Associations

may provide

some assistance in

writing the grants, depending- on the purpose;
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A.

J

'"

HISTORY

Research was

·4on~

at ;the Oregon,.Historical. Soc,iety and .:the Portland

Sta~e U~iveusity Libr~~y.

The City of Portland Archives

shat::~~ .!ort~oE.~_ of

ful qnd
.ation

w~s d~awn

y~a;rs

of 1908 a~ 19.78.~

their histo};,ic inventQry.

from The Oregonian and The Oregon

w~s

also help-

Most of the inform-

Jour~l

hetween the

Finding~

;The first, people to settle

cla~ms

on-the land

tha~

S;ullivan'Is Gulch Neighborhood were William IrvJ.ng., Jacob
Timothy Sullivan between 1850 and 1852.

holding~

s~uth

were

of the

Whe~ler

and

Timot!ly Sl!lliY.§ln, :::£pr whom

tpe guich is name 9, , farmed bQth ,porth anq.. sQuth p£
of ;his

is now the

t;~

gulch.

Most

g~h.

Today, most 'o~ tile .neighbo.rhoop. lies in the. l!~~ladajr '-Pad Add.~1:io,,?-,
though parts of the

neighbo~hood

Additipn and Irving's Addition.

lie in Holladay's Addition, Sullivan's
ThASe additions were

~rLginally

tracts
• ".J

of lapd in private owp.er~hip, a.nd w~r.e platted, .orr ,;;ub-ct:tvi~9., .between
1866 and 1887.
pla~~ed

In 1866, Wheeler aaP others had

for the new city of East Portland.

l.:.l,lcorporated in 1870"

w~r~

on the east, Holgate

St~eet

so~

of their land

Th~ houndari~s

what is now Halsey S,treet on the
on the south and the

Willa~ette

of that city,
north~

24th

River on the

west.
The same year .the city of Ea~~ ~ortland w~s incorporated, Ben
lIol.J;~day est;ab~~shed himself i~ the area.

transportation

tycoo~

of his day--the
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B.en:_Holladq,y was ~onsic;iered a

railro~4 ki~g.

He

ca~e

to Portland

,#

around 1868 after selling his stagecoach company to Wells Fargo.

He

;.

was a loud, rude man who drank profusely.
part of which was to "buy" politicians.

He had a blunt business style,
He was a controvet'sial figure--

some felt his presence was a benefit to Portland, while
was a selfish man who wanted to control the state.
figure in cowri, and usually got what he wanted.

other~- fel~ h~

He was a powerful

Holladay controlled

railroads all· along the 'West Coast, owned all steamshiV operations
in and out of Portlahd, and built Portland's first streetcar line.
In 1870 Ben Holladay bought prop'erty, Holladay's Addition, in
East Portland.

He platted it into 61 blocks, and estab12shed the four-

-blcX!k park, HolladaY Park.
ease of

Hblladayts~Addition

'Holladay Park Additfbn' imniedtately to the
was platted in 1887 when William IrVing's

land also was platted.
when Holladay's AdClition was platted in 187,0, Ben Holladay had
the opportunity to dedicate and name the
'the:'

SulJ:i"'an"~

Weidler,

~

Gulch neighborhood.

st~eets

which now run through

He- named them Weidler after

business associate of HOlladay's;

~alsey

Geo~ge

after'Ho!laday's

New York aide, Wil!;J:1.am L. Hal:sey; and Hassalo aI'ter one of his' boats
that operated on the 'Columbia River.

Clackamas and Wasco are both:

Indian tribes and Multnomah is an Inaian word.
The' first 'public transportation to stretch east from downtown
Portland to Holladay" s -Addition was the steam car in 1888.
went up

Morr~son

and Belmont.

The line

By 1889 a cable car ran across the

new Steel Bridge, up Holladay to Multnomah and then along 15th going
north.

By 19'18 there we±-e electric cars across the Broadway and :,Steel

Bridges, travelling as far east as 24tn.
streets came into the area in 1921.
was dumped into the river.
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The first sewers ana paved

Until that time, ail sewerage

East Portland and Aibina were incorporated into the City of
Portland in 1891.

During~the next 20 years, Ho1laday's' Addition and

part of the Holladay Park Addition grew into a neighborhood of large
,

r'

The neighborhood was a popula~ pl~ee

'middle- and upper-class homes.

to iive for prominent businessmen, lawyers, and politicians.
rifteentn Avenue was lined with beautiful mansions and was known
as "Senators' Row."
interest by

~he

Some homes, identified as being of historic

Sullivan's Gulch Neighborhood Association and the

Porf1and Planning Bureau, still stand, including the residence of
George Joseph, a prominent lawyer (1217 NE 16th)

and~the

Charles W. Fulton, a State Senator and lawyer (1936-38

residence of

NE Weidler).

A complete Iisting of properties of historic interest is in the
Appendix.
The Lloyd name has been well established in the Sullivan's Gulch
neighborhood for many years.

Ralph Lloyd worked in Portland for six

years at a pipe company before he left for California
fortune in oil.

~Jld

began to talk. abaut his dreaJll of building a

By 1929 he owne!i 55 blocks

Lloyd, proposed

develop~ent

center.

:with L1o.yd' s

proposa~s

st;tll buyinS..

and

~epr~ssion.

w~th

In 1933
~ark

and

Portland was

his new dream of a shopping

By 1953, Lloys,i owned 100 ,city blocks--a large enough tract to

build his shopping center.
~pened.

and,..w~s

of an office building, a paseball

a store, to help the economy o4t of the
d~lighted

make, a

In the 1920's Lloyd started buying up land. on the

east ,side of Portland
'fine hot.el.

~o

It was

~he

On

August 1, 1960, his sho_pping

largest of its kind in the w.orld .•

The Gulch itself has a story all its own.
with trees, a clear

~.enter

spr~ng

The Gulch was once filled

with water£alls anp a pOQI.
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The waterfall

~reet

was near what is now 19th
was ? favorite picnic area.
Union Pacific

Railro~d

In 1926 the

and was

c~lled Sulliva~t~

Spring.

It

were harvested apd the

Bl 1894 the

ran through the bottom of tpe Gulch.

Hi~hway

Co'lDll4ssion revealed plans for a

~reeway

: -in -the

Gulch, but some city commissioners urged that it be turned into a park
area.

t~ken

No action was

course by the Lloyd

and later part of it was

deve~oped

into a golf

Co~poration.

Between 1932 and 1941 the Gulch developed a town of its own,
"Hooverville" ,or "Shantytown," where over 300

home~ess

men 1:.ived.

By

this time the Gulch was nQ longer used for picnics; the stream was
A fire in the

~tagnant ~nd p.ollute~.

and in 1941, the last

G~ch

destroyed most of Shantytown

was torn down to p'repare for a modern

sh~ck
'-

expressway_
na~ed

the

iRet~ad

B.

The

freewa~

was finished in 1957 and, after

_~anfield Fr~~way
r

f~r

of

mu~h

controversy,

after the head of the Highway Commission

Timothy Sullivan.

DEMOGRAPHICS
Approach
Figures from th~ U.S. Ce~sus and those of the Portland Housing and
Community Development Prcrgram (HCD)* were reviewed.

HCD figures, while

partially based dn C'ensus figures, were primarily derfved from P. L. Polk
Company data, a

compi~~ion

addresses and phone
Census and

numD~rs.

HC~figures.

of institutional, business, and home
There are some discrepancies between the

For example, HCD figures indicate the

population of Sullivan's Gulch was Q,767 in 1970 and 3,864 in 1979,
while Census population figures for the last:.deca'de have not exceeded

* The

HCD figures were derived as "profile ~nformationtl O'!l neighborhoods
- qualified for HCD funds. Sullivan's Gulcn qualIfied because more
than 51% of the households are low- and moderate-income.

71

2,577.

Hcn figures also place the number of households at 1,947 in

1970 and 2,019 in 1979:
for 1970 and 1980.

Census figures show less than 1600 households

The discrepancies might be explained by use of

different neighborhood boundaries by HCD and the Census,
methods for deriving the data.

and~iffe~ent.

It is not possible to verify the

accuracy of the data, however a comparison with the land use data
indicates that the Census data provides the most consistent information.

The Census figures for the neighborhood are compared for

1970- and 1980, and for the neighborhood and the City of Portland.
Findings
Sullivan's Gulch is a small neighborhood:

less than 7% of the

population of Portland lives there.

The 1980 population was 2,557,

while in 1970 the population 2,527.

The number of people between the

ages of 25 and 44 and the number aged 75 and over increased between

1970 and 1980.

There

~ere

fewer children in the neighborhood in 1980

than in 1970.
The male population increased in the neighborhood between 1970
and 1980, while the female population decreased.

However, there were

-:~.

more females than males in both years ....:::.Generally, there was an increase
in the number of younger males and females, and in the number of
elderly females in Sullivan's Gulch between 1970 and 1980.

The City

of Portland had an increase in the number of people between the ages
of 18 and 44 and in the numner-a-ged 65 and -over during the same period.
(See Figures 6-9)
The number of households in Sullivan's Gulch increased from 1,430
in 19Z0 to 1,578 in 1980.

The gercentage of households renting their

homes (73%) was the same in both years.

The average household size

was 1.74 persons in 1970 and 1.57 persons in 1980.

For the City -of

Portland, the average household size also dropped, from 2.56 persons
72 '.
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in 1970 to 2.25 persons in 1980. I The Census fdefines
a "family household"
'
,"
.(
~I

as one containing two or more people related by blood, marriage, or
J

adoption.

j.I

•

A "non-family household" is one where two or more unrelated

people live together.

In Sulliv~n's Gulch, the number of households _ .

headed by married couples decreased between 19?6 and 1980, while the
""

number of family households headed by single ma1es of females increased.
(Typical examples of the'latter type of househOld would be a single
I

parent .living
.
. with children, or two brothers

sh~ring

a

house~)

In 1980

57% of tne non-family households in the neighborhood were headed by
males and 43% 'were heaaed by ~emales • . CitY-wid~, the percentages for
non-family households were similar--59% headed by
males and 41%
i
,.

I

~

'headed

I

J

q1

females.

I

Between 1970 and 1~80 the n~er of men !ivin~ (

_

alone or witlr'non-relatives increased 13%, while the number of 'women
living alone
or with non-relatives
,

dec~eased

7%. in the neighborhood.

(See Taoles 1 and 2)
Hou~ing·

costs increased in Sullivan's Gulch between 1970 and 1980.

\

The median rent rose from $119 per month in 1979 to $206 per month in
1980.

This trend was similar to that for the City of Portland, where

median rent was $91 in 1970 and $206 in 1980.
also

in~eased

Owner-'occupied 'housing

in cdst fr-om a mectlan value of '$14;850 in 1970 to a

median value of $59,700 in 1980 'in the neighoorh6od, and from $14,400
in 1970 to $54·;800 in' 1980 in the City of PO'rtland.

(See 'Table .3)

~

While the Census figures show that the majority of the neighborhood
population was white in both 1970 and 1980, the percentage of white
households dropped from 99% in 1970 to 91% in 1980.*

Blacks, Asians,

* The

1980 data on ethnic and nationality groups is generally
considered unreliable because of the large numbers reported in
in the "Race unknown" category. In addition, there is a large
discrepancy between the number of such households reported for
the city as a whole and the sum of such households reported by
neighborhood.
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TABLE 1:

HOUSEHOLD CHARACTERISTICS,
SutLIVAN'S GULCH

1989

197.G

No.

%

No.

%

. N~ t;, Change . .
(No.)

TOTAL HOUSEHOLDS

1 430

100%

1 587

100%

+157

-,

1

416
3
11

99%

---*

1 459
79
49

91%
6%
3%

+ 43

27%

419
1 159

27%
,73J.

+ 35
+113

Race:
White
Black
.. Other
Tenure:
OWner
Renter

384
1 046·

73%:r

Non-FamilI Households:**
Headed by Male
Headed by Femaxe

8,19
146
67-3

51%

Two or More,
Headed by
Headed ~y.
Headed by

607
489
2~

43%
34%
3%

92'

6%

Person FamLlI:
Married Couple
Ma.?-e.
Female

Two or More Person: Non+-Famil~.:.
Headed by Male
Headed by Female
Unknown
'j.

* "___ '~ m~ans J.ess .than 1%
** In the 1970 Census, ttNon-J'amily

10%
.47%

966
239

§~.;

72r7

46~·

15%

454
328
27
99

,29~

158
90
68
9

10%

21%
2;
6%
6% '

4%
~~---

H01.!-s~ho~ds" .iIlclud.ed a.ll hgusehQlds
with one or more unrelated persons. The "Two or More Person NonFamily",HousehoJ.ds:' were in~ludest with nNQn-Family' Hou.a,eholds. n The
1980 Census defined "Non-Family Households" as those containing onlI
one person, and ~dded the c~tegory pf '~o or More Pers~,Non~Family
Household t1 for households with two or more unrelated persons.
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+ 76
+ 8

+147

+ 93
+ 54
... 153
-161
+ 1:
+ 7
v

e~

TABLE 2:

CHARACTERISTICS,

HOUSEHOLD

CITY OF PORTLAND
1980 ..

1970

No.
TOTAL HOUSEHOLDS
Race:
--white
Black
. Other

145 082

%
100%

No.
158 847

"

..

Net Chan

(No.)

%

100%

+13 765
';-

136 009
6 541
2 532

94%
4%
2%

142 437
9 935
6 475

90%
6%
4%

+ 6 428
+ 3 394
+ 3 943

Tenure:
OWner
Renter

81 930
63 152

56%
44%

84 619
74 228

53%
47%

+ 2 689
+11 076

Non-FamilI Households:*
Headed by Male
Headed by Female

48 412
17 669
30 743

33%
12%
21%

56 506
23 356
33 150

35%
14%
21%

+ 8 049
+ 5 687
+·2 407

96
81
2
12

67%
56%
2%
9%

88
"68
4·
15

670
693
089
890

56%
43%
3%
10%

- 8
-12
+ 1
+ 3

13 669
8 123
5 546
-0-

9%
5%
4%
-0-

MOre Person Famil!:
Headed by-Married Couple
Headed by Male
Headed by Female

Two or

670
454
527
689

,Two or More Person Non-Familx:
Headed by: Male
Headed by Female
Unknown

*In the 1970 Census, "Non-Family Households" included all households with
one or more unrelated persons. The "TwO' or MOre Person Non-Family Households" were included with "Non-Family Households." The 1980 Census defined "Non-Family Households" as those containing onlI one person, and
added the category of "Two or MOre Person Non-Family Household" for households with two o.r more unrelated persons.
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000
761
562
2Ul
:::

TABLE 3:

HOUSING COSTS

Value of Owuer-Occupied Non-Condominiums
Sullivan's Gulch
% of units:
1970
Value
Less than $I()', 00 0
$10,000-14,999
15,000-19,999
20,000-24,999
25,000-34,999
35,000-49,999
50,000+

City of

% of units:
1980

% of units:
1970

Po~~la~~

1980

-0-

17%
37%
25%
9%
7%
3%
2%

-01%
2%
3%
11%
27%
56%

100%

100%

100%

.100%

....0-

.

% of units:

-01%
1%
:"010%
20%
68%

8%
43%
32%
13%
4%

.

Monthly Rent
Sullivants Gulch
% of units:
1970
Rent
Less than $99
$100-$199
$200+
No cash rent

City of Portland

% of units:
1980

% of units:
1970

% of units:
1980

33%
61%
4%
2%

2%
2%
93%
3%

57%
38%
2%
3%

10%
36%
52%
2%

100%

~OO%

100%

100%

UPA LIBRARY
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and Pacific Islanders comprised the largest ethnic minority groups
in the area in 1980.

Asians and Pacific Islanders were included in the

"Other" category tn the: '1970- ,Cene3,us,
that year.

The propdrtion of black households increased from ·2% :' ..

to 5% between 1970 and 1980.
rental units.
and

so figui"es are unavailable for

There was one

Most of the
bla~k

households occupy

homeowner reported in both 1970

Because other ethnic and

198a~

bla~k

nationa~ty

groups were all classi-

fied as "Other/Unknown" itl. the 19'ZO Cepsus figures on home 'ownership, it
t~ends

is not possible to ascertain the
Table 4)

for these other groups.

(See

In 1980 89% of the city's population was white while 6%

were black.

Is~anders ~ade

Asian arid Pacific

up 3% of the city's

Eskimo/Aleut~

population, American Indians apd

made up l%,'and 2% were

reported as Uethers."

c.

;

LAND

1.

Current Land Use

Approach.
A land use sur.vey was· conducted by walking through the neighborhood.
The following
--Land Use,

informatioru~~as

The

categori~s

Single-Family:
Low-Density

collected on each piece of property:

used for classifying land use were:

Residential

Mult~-Family:

building~

with one housing unit

Residential buildings with two to

four housing units
High-Density Multi-Family:
four

ho~ing

Residential buildings with more than

units

Commercia~~.

Includes reta!l arid office uses

Industrial:

Includes industrial, truck terminals

79

o

00

t,

-

Eskimo, Aleut

As:l.an and Pacific Islander .

,-----Other

l

Amaricap'Indian~

Black

_

128

60

28

142

2281

White

-

Sullivan's
Gulch 1980
2557

-

PO~ULATION

..

• .

~%

2%

1%

-6%

89%

---

~

fL, .'

Po~u1a1;ion.

.-

% of ~eign.;.
borhodd

BY RACE

TABLE 4

Total

...

-

L-._

7'1 494

10.,636

3,526

27,,734

316.993

366,383

"

~-~

City of
Hortland J.980

./'

..

j

II

2%

.3%

1%

8%

87%

---

% of City
Population

.,

Semi-Public:
Vacant:

Includes churclles,.. schools, hospitals, social halls

Totally undeveloped land with no structures

Parking:

paved and

Open space:
--Acreage

unpav~d

parking lots

Parks and green areas.

The approximate ,amount of acreage devoted to

ea~h

land use

was estimated.
-Parking

The

prese~ce

or absence of

off-str~et

parkiRg was recorded,
1

and the number of off-street spaces present.
--Building Material

Building

mixed-~ood

or brick, (b) wood, or (c)
--Building Condition

mat~rials

were. classified as (a) masonry
and

case of

resi~e~tial
,

--Number of units
b~sed

fin4:~g~

The classifications and

.condition are in Section II (C) (5) of this
~n ~he

bri~k mi~~ure.

t

for building

repo:t;'~.

property, information was also collected on:

The number of housing. units in each structure was

on the number of mailboxes.

--OccupancY/Va~ancy

A building was presumed

~o

be

occup~ed

unless there

were clear signs that the unit was vacant, such as a "For Sale" sign.
In the case of

mu1ti~family

buildings with a

~v.aeancyn

sign, one

vacancy was recorded regardless of the number of vacant housing units
in the building.
The form used to collect this information is in the Appendix.
Findings
There is a great diversity of land uses in Sullivan's Gulch.

The

largest amount of land (46.7 acres) is devoted to housing. (See Figures lO
arid 11)

Table-S gives the -approximate aieas.,

* 1 acre

=

43,560 square feet

:

,

in acres*, devoted to each land

TAB~~ 5

LAND USE IN Su:4~IVAN' S GULCH

Acres ~
Neighborhood

Type of Use

46.7

Residential

Percentage of
Total AC1;'es in
Neighborhood

39.1%

Sfngle-Faniily

22~1

18.5%

Low-Density Multi-Family

10.9

9.1%

High-Density Multi-Family

13.7

11.5%

Non-Resid'ential

72.7

"Industrial

60,9%
23.9

20.0%

-Commercial

10.8%

Parking

16.2%

Semi-Public

1.0

0.8%

Open Space

6.1

5.1%

Vacant Land

9.5

8.0%

TOTAL

119.4 acres
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1

Of the 1,59~ housin~ un~t$ ~a th~ neig4,borhood, 276 are single-family
J

houses, 245 are in low-density multi-family buidlings, and 1,076 are in
~

..........

high-density

~ulti-fa~iIY

buiidfngs.

~ ~os; ~esid~ntia1

buildings have

off-street parking, but a significant number do not.
off-street
parking

Do not have
off-street
parking

TOTAL

jt34

42

276

214

~ ,~1

245

lfavel:

Single-Family Kouses

-

Low-Densit~ M~lti-Family

Units

High-De~sity ~ulti-Family

-

Units

87-7

- ,199
'-

1076

1325

·272

1597

~~

TOTAL

(17~)

'(83%)

The survey ?f neighborhood
50% of the
is

re~pondeIits

rep~esentat·ive

t'o te:esid!=p.ts are'
Of the 87
commerical~

21

r~sidents

(100%)

(See Section IL (F)(lJ} found that

own' one car and 21%

OWll"

two o.r

mo'r~~

If 'this

of the 'neighhorhood, then about' 230 cars belonging
park~d

on the s'treet. '*

non-r~side~tial ~t~u~tures
~re indua~rial, ,an~

ih the

n~ishborh904,

q a~e ,~emi-publ!¢.

62 are

Eort¥-f~ve (73%)

of t;he <;Qmmerical st.ructures have off.':;'~treet pa~kin.g~ while :17 (27%)
do n9't.

Parking was not recorded fQr -the industrtal anp. semi-public

structures.
More than half (54%) 'of the buildings ~h Sq~l~van's Gulch are
constructed

b~

masonry or brick. 'Thirty·etght

p~rcent

are wood structures

~.

and 8% are a mixture of ~ood a~d bricKs.
2..

Zoning
Land use in Sullivan's Gulch is governed by the Portland zoning

code.

The zoning code establisheS. what uses are permitted on each

property, and to what intensity each use may be developed.

* This

Sullivan's

is a very rough estimate. Number of cars owned varies
with income, age, "household si'ze, and so on.
~.."

~
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Gulch has a diversity of land uses, as reflected in t e zoning of the
neighborhood, which includes residential, commercial, and industrial
areas.

Generally, the residentially-zoned areas form the core of the

neighbGrhood. A strip zoned for commercial use forms
border of the neighborhood and properties zoned for i dustrial use form
the eastern and southern boundaries.

A list of the

zones,

along with a general description of the purpose and intent of each
zone, is given below.

The current zoning in Sullivan's Gulch is

illustrated in Figure 12.
Land uses are also controlled by the Portland Comprehensive Plan,
detailed in Section II (C)(3).
Zones:

Intent

a~d

Purposes

RESIDENTIAL
R2.5--Attached Single-Family Residential
The R2.S zone permits attached residential development
town-houses) and single-family dwellings.
for a high

d~n~ity

'form

or'single-fami~y

(ro~houses/

The intent is to provide
development while maintaining

the single-family character of residential neighborhoods.

Infill

redevelopment is allowed on a minimum of two lots each averaging 2,500
square feet.
R2--Low Density Multi-Family Residential
The R2 zone encourages a variety of lower density housing types
in addition to the single-family detached unit.
row houses, and garden apartments are allowed.

For example, duplexes,
Emphasis is placed on

compatibility of new development with adjacent areas.

The minimum lot

sIze lor-single=family-detached units is' 4,600 -'square'-feet:- The 'minimum

'fat" 'size- isl,-S(Ytrsquare--feet

tor-attached-- single-family units, and

2,000 square feet for multi-family
86
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Rl~Medium D~nsity Multi-Family Resideritial
Thl~ is a f.lexible dEm~it:y apartment zone, i~tended) to add to

the diversity of housing in the city. One-, two-, and three family
dwellings may be constructed with minimum lot'sizes
feet.

of

4,000 _s~ua~~

Four to seven units have a minimum lot ~~ze of 6,000-9,500

square feet and, on Bites of 10,000 square feet or larger, 1,000 square
feet are required for

dwelling unit.

eac~

There are a series of

"amenity packages~ft'which allOw an increase in density.
RH--High Density Multi-Fami1y

~es~deritial

The RH zone has been establ£sheo to provide for mid- to high-density
apartment opportunities.
be residential.

The bulk of new construction in this zone must

However, in some cases,

'tiseS' are- allow-ed.

commercial

neighborno~d

Single-family attached and 'det;iched units are permitted,

'as- welt is multi-.fam:tJ:y "units.

A minimum lot ("size of 4,000 square feet

is required for single-family dwellings, duplexes and three unit
multi-family development.
area ~rat10·..,."
the

Other densities a-re determined by a "floor

where the size of the- building varies' with the size of

·!o~t.

COMMERCIAL
C4--Neighborhood

Commere~al

The purpose of the C4 commercial zone is 'to

~llow

for convenience

retail uses and professional office in residential areas which are not
serveo. by' nearby generai!. commercial centers.

Highly auto-oriented uses'

are not permitted, -.and although there is no: requirement for off-street
park'ing, there is

ct'

maximum numb er of spaces allowea'.

C3-::-Locu.: Co~mmercial
The C3 zone encourages retail and service
larly supportive of

t~ans.it

services.

88

I

use~ w~ich

Spec:ific~ly,

are particu-

all 'l\s,es and

operations are to qe

predomin~tely pedest~~ap-

As in the. C4 zone, ¥.,. there are no minimum
~

#-

varieJY of residential and
und~r cer~~in

~

~xed-use

or transit-oriented.

par~ing

requirements.

opportunities

~ay b~

A

allowed

circumstances.

C2--General Commerical
+he C4 zone

allo~s

a full

ra~ge

of commercial uses, some light

indust.rial a<;tivities, and some residential uses.
auto-related uses in

thi~

zone are to be developed along malQr traffic
Cl~ssification

streets, as designated in the Arterial Street
(Broadw~y a~d Weidl~~
I

TraD.$it-;;!.and

Policy.

are major traffic streets.)

MANUFACTURING
i

The

M~ zo~e

is a versatile

commercial, office and

~o~e,

r~$i~ential

~llowing

activities.

light manuf?cturing,
Of~-street

parking

requirements are based on the particular use.
M2--General Manufacturing
<

,

Wareh~using, man~factu~~ng

and

~ll

activities are allowed in the M2 zone.

but the

heavi~st

The industrial

manufacturing

a~~ivities,

and the districts within which they lie, are to be protected from
the intrusion of non-manufacturing uses,

particular~y

residential.

Ml--H~aVY,Manufact~ring

The Ml zone is the, most intense in
to provide for a .full range of

th~

manufacturin~

rail terminals apd associated warehousing.

zoning

cod~.

It is meant

activities, sea and
Like the M2 zone,

i~

is

to be protected from the intrusion of non-manufacturing uses.
3.

Comprehensive Plan
TIle Portland Comprehensive Plan, adopted in 1980, also controls

land uses in'Suiiivan's Gulcli.

Where the Zoning Code specifies land

89

uses and intensities permitted now, the Comprehensive Plan is a guide
for the future.

It prescribes where land uses may be changed or

intensified to accomodate growth and change in the city.
on any property may be changed to that designated in the

The zoning
Com~r~he~i~e.

Plan if public facilities and services (water and sewer service, streets,
police and fire protection) are adequate to meet the demands of
the new zone.

City Council must approve the rezoning.

The Comprehensive Plan designations for Sullivan's Gulch (See Figure 13)
are not significantly different from the zoning in place now.

However,

there are two areas of the neighborhood where changes may occur.

One

is the area between NE 15th and 16th, which the Comprehensive Plan
. designates as suitable for commercial development.
three-block
use.

s~~~ent

Is

zo~ed

Currently, the

for high-density multi-family residential

The other area where change may occur is two blocks in the

northeast corner of the neighborhood.

The blocks are currently zoned

for residential use, but are designated for light

manufacturi~g

by the

~

Comprehensive Plan.
4.

Land Ownership and Land Value:

Potential for Development

Approach
Data was obtained by reviewing the Tax Assessment Records of
the Sullivan's Gulch neighborhood by addition, block and tax lot.
The term "non-resident" is defined for the purpose of this study
.'

as corporations who hold property in Sullivan's Gulch and/or
individuals or groups who own property on which they do not reside.
"Property" in this instance
with "Tax Lots."

is a term which will be used interchangably

Under-developed" land is property where the assessed cash

value of the land is equal to or more than the assessed cash value of the
imp.rovements or structures on the land.
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Non-resident Qwners were. ~den;t.ifi~d by tq.ki:p.g ~he nam~s of owners
whose mailing addresses were different than the tax lot address.

To

exclude those owners who might reside on the property, but have their
tax assessment sent to a third party, "the reverse telephone and Polk ..
directo~ies

th~n

·were used.

The mailing· addresses

ot

the

~on-residents

used to identify whethe4 those owners live within

in Portland, in Oregon, or are from
o~

sh;tp.,,!

out-of-~tate.

th~

were

ne±ghPorhood,

Multiple site owner-

ownership of more than one ta"x 10f by a non-resident, was .'. "

identified hy ere9-t;ing .. a list; of

non~resi~nt

owners and then listing

theiI; individual ,,,properties.
Fina11~,

ratio

fonn~"

to

ide~tif¥

was devise,d.:

-under-developed property
. S.TRU.CIURE

~

structure-to-land

Th,e value of 1.0 or less was

LAND
considered to

indica~e

unde,r-develope}!· ;~aD;d.

to q.ll. prope+.ties in.. .. Su11iyan t s Gulch.
measurem~nt"

a~d ~y.

does not meet the

t--

This: ,.formu.l:a was .applied

This v.a1ue. is only a coarse

0t;l:ly indicate ,that the st:r:ucture on the

potentia~ zo~ed

l~p.d

capacity for the land, although

the structure may be perfe'Ctly sound· and no redeve~opment p1anned.~
Findings
There· ·are ,a total of 669 tax lots ~n SuJ..livan' s Gulch;

301 (45%) are owned by residents, and 368 (55%) are owned by non-residents".
GENERAL INF6RMATION
TOTAL PARCELS IN NEIGHBORHOOD
NON-RESIDENT OWNED
RESIDENT OWNED & OCC~

669
301 (45%)
368 (55%)

NO N,- RES IDE N'T
S5Y.

2.

The 368 non-resident-owned tax lots were found to be owned by

213 non-residents; 27 (13%) had mailing addresses within the neighborhood,

92

138 (&5%) withIn Portlahd, -30.' t14%) within Oregon, and 18 (8%) were
from out-of-state.
MAILING ADDRESS OF NON-RESIDENT OWNERS
. WITHIN NEIGHBORHOOD
WITHIN PQRTLAND
WITHIN 0REGONOUT-OF-STATE.
TOTAL

27
30

(13%)
(65%)
(14%)

18

(8%)

138

213 (100%)

159 non-residents own only one
31 own 2 pieces of property each.

of the non-resident:;'

pi~ce

df

p~operty

each, while

These 190 owners account for 60%

owned tax lots. The other 40% of the non-resident-

ow-ned propertied are held by -non-residents owning from 3 to 32 tax
lots each.

This information 1s preS'ented--in TabIe 6 , and specific

properties are·1ildedfified 'in tigure' 1'4.
than 2 properties each are

tdent±fie~

Non~res!dents

individually

~n

oWIiin'g more
Figure 14.

TABtiE 6
NUMBER OF TAX ~OTS OWNED
BY ONE NON-RESIDENT UNIT
NUMBER OF NONRES IDENT OWNERS

NUMBER OF
PROPERtIES1~·2 prqperties
3-4 properties
5-6 properties
7-8 pl:'opert.ies
9-10 proper.t-ies
11 or more properties

190'

14
3
2
2
2

Out of th~ 669 properties in the Sullivan f s- Gulch Neighborhood,

175 (21%) were identified as under-developed.

This number includes

the 54 tax lots, or 8% of the properties, which are vacant. (See Figure 15)

9.3

GENERAL INFORMATION
TOTAL PARCELS IN NEIGHBORHOOD
UNDER-DEVELOPED PARCELS
VACENT
STRUCTURES

In comparing resident-owned to

669
181

(27%)

54

(8%)

127

(19%)

non~resident-owned

under-

developed property it was found that 44 tax lots or 34% of the underdeveloped properties were owner-occupied, while 85 or 66% were nonresident-owned. (See Figure 17)

OWNERSHIP OF UNDER-VALUED PARCELS
RESIDENT OWNED & OCCUPIED
NON-RESIDENT OWNED

5.

44

85

(34%)
(66%)

Building and Street Conditions

Approach
Information on building and street conditions was collected
during the land use survey described in Section II (C)(l).
Five categories were used to rate the condition of structures in
the neighborhood:
EXCELLENT:

needs no repairs

GOOD:

basically sound, needs minor repair

FAIR:

needs minor improvements or a few major improvements

POOR:

needs major repairs to roof, foundation, walls, etc.

CRITICAL:

dilapidated building--should be demolished

The .street: condition survey rated seven elements.
and the criteria used to rate them, are given below.
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ELEMENTS

CRITERIA

DEFINITION

Road surfaces:

Good
Fair

Level surface, few patches, no pot-holes
Some subsidence~. fatching and minor
holes, but no.t ~n' need of :paving
VeT"V
uneven"
. }"'o't-noLes
present
"J
t'
r
"
f

Needs repair

.

-.

Curbs:

Goad
Needs repair

ReasonablY' even, few crackS,
Many curbs uneven~ ~racked and/or
have missin~ ~lements

Sidewa,~ks :

Good

Reasonably level ~urfaces~
,
. uncracked
pavement
~
Surfaces unev.~n ,or broken., with frequent
patches of gra.$s between
. -~cement bloeks

Needs rep.air
Good
Needs

Street lights:

Gla.~s

Litter:

Not present
Some present
A 10t~preseI\t

Trees:

Present
Not present

Wheelchair ramps:

unbrokep
1n

Gla~s brQk~n

rep~ir

6ne·~, OJ;

more, lights

. Present
Not present

Findings
Most structures in the

(45%) condition.

n~ighb.orl1ood

Eleven percent of the

and 3% are in poor condition.

struct~res,

~

simila~,

as shown

-- --

-

Type of residential
structure- r -.- --

:;

structur~s

f~ir

are' in

or good
condition,

If residential 'structures are examined,

apart from· commercial and industrial
are

'(4'1~)

are in exce-llent

...(~-

..

-

Excellent

the

per~entages

---""-'-

CONDITION
Good
Fair

Poor

Total

12

272

Number.of SiggleFamily str~ctures

87

138

35-=,:

Multi-Fami~y*

Number of Low-Density
structures

37

37

13

3

90

Number of ~High-Density
Multi-Family** structures

50

18

2

0

70

114
(40%)

193
(45%)

TOTAL

15. (3%)

50
'. -(12%)

432
(100%)

* Low~Density Multi~family 'structa~es contain Z-4 housing units.
** H~gh~Density Multi-Family strUctures contain more than 4 housing units e
1

'

00'"

/0

~ ,

t

The majority of structures in poor or fair condition are
t;wo at!eas at? the

n~ighborhoQd':

(~)

cluste~ed

in

along ;NE Broadway and NE Weidler

an4. (2) .in t:h~ bl-ocks adjacent, to industriaL· zoning, along: .the
s01.Jth s.ide of NE Mul tnomah and· especially in the eastern port.ipn pJ t.h~

I]:eighboJ"hoocL near prop.ert"Y owned by Hyster Corporation.
RQad sur,faces .in the neighborhood generally are in good c6ndition Vlith
the

ex~eption

S.treet~,,\

*

,Sidewalks

of some uneven

hav~ r~~so~~ly le~el

The,street
l~tter

is little, or no
e~~ept

Hals~y

lt~Qts

surfaces but there are a few cracks that
are ,all 'in good working condition.

There

,in the neighbonhnod and trees are present on all

Broadway.

~mprov~ ill~ination

D.

and patches on -Olackamas and

nost street curbs are crac.ked and have -missing elements.

~~ed ~epair.

stre.ets

surface~

How:ever., most of, the trees' need to be trimmed to

from streetlights.

There.

~~~ept

on ,21st.

S·tr~e:t,

in, tp.e

w~s1=ern

'porti9n .of t·he neighb,orhood.

a~~.no-w~el

atld a few :(spl-ated ramp.s '(i.e.

~

!chair ramps

. one- per intersection)

TRANSPORTATION
1.

Light Rail

~pproach

Information was collected by reviewing the City of Portland's
Banfield Light Rail Transit Station Area Planning Program, Phase ..1.,
Summary Report (Summary Report) and the Final Environmental Impact Statement
,

(FEIS) on the project.

In addition, several

people_we~e interv~e~~d:

Robert Sandmann, Oregon Department of Transportation, Banfield Light Rail
Project; Sharon Mainzer, Tri-Met, Light Rail Project; Laurel Wentworth,
City of Portland Bureau of Planning; and Steve Burdick, Corporation for
Transit Improvement.

* SincE;.

thg initi,~l st-r~!;~ condition surv,e¥ .occurred,,·)reconstruction of
portions of Multnomah has begun.

99

'. " ';'~

,;

Findings
Th~

Light Rail Transit route

~ill e~it

theMBanfield Freeway at the

exist::l.ng':Lloy<} "Cente.r' exit." A ramp wi'll be constructed over Lloyd Boulevard
which will. connect the rail to the North· si'de of Holladay

Stte~t.~

-..

..

Construction of this ramp will cause the temporary closure of Lloyd Boulevard, projec.ted to- be a two year cl"Osure.

,This will

to the Sullivan's Gulch Neighborhood

f~om

a~ross

downtown

tempo~aJ!'ily

NE Pacific (carrying traffic from

the Steel Bridge) and NE 12th.

The Lloyd Center

~ransit S~ation

limit access

(See Figures' 18 and 19)

will be at

th~

south end of Holladay

Park, already.the location of a major- bus stop on the' north side.

The

statiop will be a sidewalk-level platform between, the exi&t'ing sidewalk
and curb.

No park property will be required.

Impact- Statement

(~),

The· F-inal Environmental

howeyer", does discUss -the need for clear pedestrian

ways and 1llenti:ons that the ·curren-t· design of this park holds rci"ther than
encourages through pedestrian traffic, the

impli~ation

being tbat the

design should be changed.
The only permanent street closure in the neighborhood caused by the
Light Rail Transit will be Holladay Way.

This street is a south extention

of NE 15th, which curves west into Holladay Street along the Lloyd Center
exit.

The removal of this street will not limit access to the neighborhood

as traffic can just as easily turn west onto NE Multnomah.
Other temporary (two years) changes will occur at 21st Avenue, where
a temporary bridge (two lane) will be constructed, and at 28th Avenue,
which will be closed.

New overpasses will be constructed at both sites

to accomodate the widened size of the Banfield Freeway due to the
Rail construction and freeway improvements.

Li~ht

The major access point to

the nelghborho"C;d was- -28th Avenue:" -~its -closure, along with Lloyd Boulevard,
and the

na~rowing.of

the ·21st Avenue

100

'over~ass'will
,

.,

most likelx,

i~crease

"

~"
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,

traffic along· other tDaj or access routes (~uch as ~ Broadway and NE
Multnomah)

~n~~ause,c¢ngestion

along 21st Avenue.

There is also the

liklihood that tFaffic will increase on the inter:i:,or neigpporhQod
streets.

.:

The City of Portland

~lanning

Bureau has designated

~ circula~,area

of 9ne-quart~r mi~e r~4i~ around ~ch tranait station as a station
inf.luence area.

The boundaries af the Lloyd Station

extend to NE 17th and are
(See Figure 19)
designated,

withi~ th~

The area enclosed within thesg boundaries' is: currently

primar~ly,

for commerci:al

,~nd multi-~ami:1y ll~e.'

to

Muc}'i of

~

actua~ly

Acco~din~

Area

bQundaries of the, neighborhood,

~

this land is

'Influenc~

currently vacant.

th~ F~tS,

"economic development'would intensify.and

concentrate ai'ounl transit stations."

The City's Summary Report

indicates that, development and redevelopment activity will occur on
Lloyd Corporation property without public sector influence.

Minor

population growth related to the project is expected to occur in East
':r~~i'r~t~ahd except, near toe, transit stations, ..Where' growth, is "expected 'to

be more
~

si~ni£icant.

L;lpyd Station is a Type A Stati:on, .that

"a Itlajor activity seryl.ce center,"
of auto/bus and pedes.trian

an~

tr~nsfers.

is~

will ·acc9mo.d:at.e ;a, higlt yolUllle
-.
There is ·nQ park and ride area

planned for the'station; auto tra:ffic wil~ be- of t;he '~iss and ri4e"

.

variety, i. e., c;.o1lll1lutet:s will be .dropped off.

.At;

Lloyd Center. the

influence area ha~ peen ~etermined by the Portland Bureau of Planning
as already densely develQped and 'the Light Rail Transit is exp,ec.ted to
have minimal impact.
is clear that the

~rea

But reviewing the influence-':area
bounded by NE

B~oadway,

Banfield Freeway is not developed to the

NE l5th

.boundi=lries~
~nd l7~h

maxi~um a~l~wances

it

and the

of the

Portland Comprehensiv~.Plan dr ·the zoning ~0ge; further devel~pment

Seems !nevitable.

It is also plausible that -development ptessures will

cause further irttensif~cation .irt underdeveloped areas of the neighborhood.
~"

In mitigat:16n of the J aDol1e possible impact "the safety and movement
of psdestrians and transit riders at the 'transfer points and .s.tat-ions .
will be investigated thoroughly once final design of the Project
commenc'es.
'~o

Mocfff:teations of P'roj ect: design "will be made where possible

ensure and enhance 'the §afety aspects of the tRr facility.

In

addition, Street-mariagem~nt schemes sucH as preferentiai residential
parking are currently under investigation.

;;

The intent would be

to r"educe the impact of localized tra'ffic increases and the demand for
park:ing arouna transit stations."

(FEIS)

A small part of the neighbor-

hood is desig~ated as ~ street' lmpt6vement area in the ~ummary Report.

Tlle: Findings Sec tlo'n of:' the 'surmn.arx 'Report!:.states, nln order to effect
a sense of community in this seg~ent, to create an enviro.nment supportive
of" LRT, tbe 'Hollady Street S.egmeb.t must b'e unified in 'design and
orientation •. Unifying the area,

creat~ng

a habitable pedestrian

environment (continuous for the length of the segment), • • • reducing
the area's dependence on the automobile and establishing a Visible and
physical fink between. -this area and the downtown are 'obtainable goals
with positive effects for the entire city."
TIaurel Wentworth, Portland Bureau of Planning, indicated that
property within the influence boundaries is expected to be developed
to the maximum limits, i.e., either in commercial and multi-family
uses.

She also stated that the City had already studied street

improvements and the judgment was that none were oeede4 as projected
1,

"

.

"

traffic increases could be handled by

~he

;

current arterials.

has no specific plans for pedestrian ways except connecting
.1

The City
t~e

Lloyd

:;- -.- ~

~tati~n

to the Ll9yd

convi{lce the _,Lloyd
the a~ea.

Cente~,

She said they would l;ke to try to

Corpor~tiQn ~9 dev~lop

pedestt'ian ways through

She also mentioned th~~ She 9ity w9uld li~e to see north/

south pedestrian ways developed to increase

p~d~strian

access to

~~e

Lloyd Center area.
~

The

.parking U)anagement, and d,esign to enhance ,or
cohesiveness.
litt~e

ne~d

and Summary Report both note the

But, as

fee~s

~reserve e~sti~g

Wentw9~th,

imp~~t

that the

will

neighborhood

it appears that

th~ Su~livan's Gul~

is planned in regards to

T,he City evidently

by Ms.

indicq~ed

for street and

.neighborhood.

be.mi~imal ~nd

the

I

existing cOI].ditions

.wi~~

support any changes that occur..

As. noted above,

it does appear like,ly that 4evelopment will increase in th.e neighborhood
C~tyts

anp it appears that, despite the
is

position" some

plann~d

development

appropriat~.

A.
and the

privat~

non-profit corp,ora.t:t,on, legally separate fl;'om Tri-Met

Me~ropolitan Se~~ce

District, has been formed by Steve Burdick

and Phil Whitmore, f9rIDArly ,employed by
coordinated and
stops.

~ntensive

~etro.

Its purpose is to plan

developwent around tqe

tw.enty-fi~e

transit

They are not currently operating in the City of Portland, but

ot

indicate that graduate students

the University of Oregon Architecture

School did a specific project around the Lloyd

C~nt~r

Transit Station

and constructed a model of the area.
2:

Traffic

Approach
City of Portland Traffic Engineers, Tom Neely and Linda Dartsch,
were interviewed for information about road closures, traffic patterns
and major traffic designations.

Neighborhood Need Reports* submitted

, * Neighborhood

Need Reports are requests submitted to the City by neighbor~_.'
hood associations and similar groups. The Reports identify problems
and su~est solutions to b.e included in the City t s annual budget.
1

n

•

to the

~raffic

Bureau in 1979, 1980 and 1982 were consulted to determine
".

improvements.

(The neighborhood did not submit "Need Reports in 1981.)

The 1981 Neighborhood Information P.rofiles· were consulted

fo~

.other

information.
:,

,,~

Findings
-Major traffic/transit streets make up a higher proportion of the
neighbqrhoad "s streets than that.

ot the

district; (See, ~i~ure ,20) or

the city.,
~eig~borhood

Type of Street

"District

City

Major traffic/transit

30%

12%

11%

Minor

20% .

15%

~3%

Local

50%

73%

76%

--Sullivan's Gulch has higher average daily traffic volumes on its
minor traffic streets than the

d~strict

or city.

Type- of Street

Average Daily Traffic Counts
City
Neighborhood . District

Major

14,200

15:-900
.,
'<,

18,300

Minor

6,900

5,400-

5,500

Current traffic volumes are shown in Figure 21.
--Traffic

volum~s

have increased since the closure of NE 28th,

according to tabulations taken by the City Bureau of Traffic Engineering
before and after the closure.

For example, 1,100 cars a day were

counted on NE Multnomah on August 17 and 18·, before the closure; 1,416
cars were counted on September 15 and 16, after the closure.
--Speed violators have increased on Multnomah, Wasco and Clackamas
since the closure.
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Figure 20
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'1'

Seven Neighborhood Need Reports were submitted tq. the Portland

-...

Bureau of Traffic Engineering in 1979, 1980,

a~'

1982 requesting traffic

improvements:
1.

-Enforcement of 25 MPH speed limit' in ne~ghpQrhood.

2.

Controlled crosswalks on Clackamas

a~

15th and 16th and on Wasco

at 15th and 16th.
3.

"No trucks" signs on residential streets.

4.

ft. speed limit of 20

5.

Stop signs on Multnomah ;at 22nd, 2'4th, -andt 26th.

6.

Diverters to discourage'. through traffic on Multnoman.

7.

Traffic signal at 24th and Halsey.

MPa

on Multnomah:, with] signs posterl •. '

The Bureau of Traffic Engineering
denied , -the first four requests, submitted
,
in 1979 and 1980; the Bureau
indicate a problem.
ago,
E.

hav~

SAFETY

f~els th~

The ..other

r~q.uE}sts,

not been responded to

~~

traffia·volumes and speeds do not
subm;tted just a few months

'ye~.

SECURITY

Approach
P9lice

~ureau

ctim~

data on

rates was obtatned from the Police Bureau

and the City of Portland '-s ,1981 Ne:(,ghQorhood 'I'nformation Profiles.
Bureau data ,is aggregated by "radio gJ:'ids. t,

Police

Sullivan's Gulch is divided

into two radio grids: West Sullivan's Gulch, 'bounded ,by NE 15th and 21st,
Broadway

a~d

Multnomah; and

Ea~t

$tillivan's GUlch, bounded by NE 21st

and 28th, Broadway and Multnomah. 'Population for each radio grid was
ascertained from the 1980 Census.
Polic~

Bureau crime, classifications were used.
-

i

Class! crimes

;.

include larceny, bur·glarY~ 0}( assault·, auto..:.thefi:·, robbery-, -rape, and

~ 1nurder.

"'Clas~ "1I' crimE!.sF include 'fraud, gambling;' prostitutidn,

f"Orgery, etnbezzleniemt, vandalism,': vagrancy, -disorderly eond"tlc't,
1

o~hers.

juvenile· offenses. ana
~

~n-addition,

'three people were interviewe&:

Gene Mahar, 6rime

~revention Officer, East Precinct~ an offiter wi~h the gast Precinct

Tactical Analysis Unit ;'. and Sharon McCo·nnick, Neighborhooas Against
Crime.
Reade¥' s discretion should ,be exercised' 'itl interpretation of this
cr·inie'data'.

The cttime rates ·ar-e a function of popuiation in the area,

since they"are

calculat~d

Stiliiitan's Gulch area has
Gulc~has

as :Crimes per 1,000 of· population.
.g

-The West

population' of 692 wh·ile Eas't Sullivan's

a popula~1on or'l,327; if t~e 'population increased in the

west. and tlfe. riuinber of 'crimes l"~mained the same',. the ~ Ylould
-decrease.

For 'exampl-e, the ra't'e, for larceny.- is 89 .. 6 in West

Sullivan"s :t;ulch, and abou~ half that-40'. 7-1n East~ Sullivan's
Gulch,· yet there were

~nly"

eight more larceny 'rep'6tt-s' ('62) in West

S'ulli'Van's Gulch that in ltast Suj:rivan's Gulch (.54' 'reports).
Findings
Table

i

compares Sullivan's Gulch crime rates ~ith the Outer Northeast

District (S-ee "Figure 20), and "the City as a-whole.

'The cr:l.me rates are from

-198f~' The two "most"·frequeritlY: committee Cla1?s I crimes in Sullivan's Gulcih are
larce:ny::-andburglary~

.1

Overall-;" :the ·nefghborho·od. has -ar-h_1..glier~-crime

* LarcenY7is

rate :{crimes

defined by the Police Bureau as theft, taking,
ohtaining property of another, receivi,ng s·tolen pr:operty, or
threaten~ng another so as to force them to give up their property.
Burglary is definec1 as enferihg or remaining unJ..awfUlly in a
building with intent to commit a crime. Purse-snatching is
I1orma.ll~ classed' as larceny.
Hotvever, if a threat 'or weapon is
used, it is condf~red a robbery.
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connnitted 'per 1,000 po,ptllat?-o~) t~an~ ~~~_~~~ as .a wh~le ,in _?~~t? Class I

II

. - - _ _•

______________ - - .

__ ------" _ _ _ "" _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Su11~y~n'a
zeporte~
7%
-=-____ .,.' ___ .... --Gul~p
-'.+-•..:.!.......L __ ,...... --- ----...:---.;.,......

and· Class II categories.

.._ _ _

_ -.1__ ....... _ _ _ _ _ _ _

District a1l4

+%

__.!-- __________

~;Las~ ·1

of those in, the cityot) O,f

were higher than those for the district Qr
and, possibly, murder.
~ulch cri~e

(See Table 7))

e~ceed~d

rates

- .,.-,

--

except

fo~

rape

Taken as a whole. then, Sullivan's

crime~,

IJ:

-

crimes, all rates

~he c~~y

the ci!:y-wide rat,e in
I~ Clas~

auto theft, and robbery.

of t~e £ri~e~ in_th~

larc~ny ~

-~~:~.~
-" :::

burglary,

-

Sullivan's Gulch rates

exceeded the district as well as the city.
!he East
for a

Preci~ct ,keep~

thr~e-month ·p~ri9d-

and car prowls.

Crim~s

an ar:rest is made.
In

r~viewing

~ Th~

the

on particular

are

T~ctic~l/~r~e

maps in its

~q~nti£ied

ma'p.s ·are

f~ur ~ps

c~.imes:

Analysis Unit

robbery, rave, burglary,

by dots, which are c:i.rcled when

d~stroyed aft~l='

three mont.ha.

S~ptemQ~r,

cQvering

Octo~er,

qnd

Nov~mber, Sullivan's GJ.llch ~see~s' sim,liar ·to- o:th~r ne.igllborhpads.
fact~

it

have a

appe~red t~

and burglaries clustelj', aro~d Lloyd
Gulch in. Irvi.tlgton.

Two

which is

reduce the

e~ected t~

in some cases.

low~~ inci~e~ce

arr~sts

Cen~er

In

Robberies

and north 01; Sull:.itvan' s

h,ave. been, made in
inc~dence

.~

th~

.past mancil,

of purse-snatching in the

neighborhood.
Off.icer Mahar and an Qfficer in the Crime Analysis Unit emphasized
that people should learn how to report a crime and
can reduce crime opportunities, such
walking :tn pair.a.

~s

incheased lighting.

ways they

not carrying purses, or by

Officer Mahar agrees that the neighborhood near

Lloyd Center is poorly lit, which may increase the
However, the Police

d~fferent

Bureau-~an~ot

li~~liho~d o~ c~i~

•.

assist the .peighborhood in obtaining

Officer Mahar said

th~y

are currently working with the

Richmond neigh.borhpod, south of Sullivan's Gulch, on an intensive crime
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7,336 Reports 1
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35.4

I

I
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DISTRICT

132·7

203.1

Per 1060
Pop.

t)ULLIVAN'S GPLCH',
. TOTAL
4(POt!. 2557)

REPORTED CRIME, 1981

EAST
SULLIVAN'S GULCH
(Pop. 1327)

7:

West Sullivan's Gulcl} boundaries: NE. 15th, '21st, BroadwaY', Multnomah
East Sullivan's Gulch boundaries: NE 21st, 28th, Boadway, Mu1tnomah
Sul1ian's Gu1ch--Tota1 boundaries: NE 15th, 33rd, Br9adway, Banfield Freeway, plus two blocks boUnded
by NE 11th, 13th, Multnomah, Holladay Way
There is some discrepancy between the figures for East, West, and Total because (a) the
boundaries are different, and (b) the figures for East and West are exact, while the
figures for Total are Police Bureau estimates.

,

CLASS II CRIMES

1.4

0

13.0

15 .. 9

8.7

49.1

89.6

177.7

225.4

Per 1000
Pop.

1

0

Rape

Murder

9

Robbery

11

6

Assault

Auto Theft

34

Burg:t.ary

62

123

CLASS 1 CRIMES

Larc~ny

116

No.

TOTAL REPORTS

-

WEST
SULLIVAN'S GULCH,
(Pop. 692)

-.

TABLE

prevention ,proj,ect and ,plan. to dupli:cate it, in othe.:t n~ighborh90ds,
including Sullivan's Gulch, some time in the f~ture.
There are, however, some crime prevention tools available to the
neignborhood.

Neighborhoods Against Crime (NAC), part of tn~ ~i~~~s.

Office of Neighborhood Associations, offers direct services or
consultation to neighborhoods.

NAC can simply assist in various methods

of preventing crime, including education, or can help organize blocks
_ for a more involved approach to crime prevention.

A "block program"

involves organizing neighbors on a block to wat~h for and report crime'
qn their block; information is shared so that neighbors can recognize
strange cars and individuals.
Ms. McCormick said that "block programs It can be organized by
individual blocks or by the neighborhood association.

Individual

residents or ~he neighborhood association may~contact her for assistance.
F.

PERCEPTIONS/ATTITUDES
1.

Survey of. Residents

Approach
The survey was conducted by telephone,
efficient and economical method.

si~ce

it was the most

Using the reverse telephone directory

listings, a random 10% sample of the households in the neighborhood

(150 households) was selected.

If the household selected aid not answer

the phone, did not wish to participate in the sMrvey, or the person
a~swering

the phone was under 18 years of age, the next listing on the

page was called.

141 surveys were completed for a 9.45% sample of

hpuseholds.
It should be noted that the survey could not reach those without
phones or

w~th

,/

unlisted numoers.
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III addition, the "survey population"

--..

I

differs in age and sex from the neighborhood population, with. a
- .
disproportionate);y .higli percentage of ·responden.ts between .the ages of
~

25 and 54 and

~ge

65 and over; a disproportionately low percentage

of 16 to .24 year olds ~nd 55 to £4 ye~r olds; and a d~sproportionateii
high

a..

percentag~

9.f. women.

The survey questionnaire addressed three

ar~~s:

General perceptions of the neighborhood:

~Q~t;.

why theX chose to

borh<;>od will pe a
!-~ye ~~}le

b·.,

be~ter,

~iv~ t~ere,

worse,

o~

and

... ~:~' ..

respondents like and

lik~. o~

dislike aQPut the neighborhood, hqw much they
ther~,

-'~1~

whet~er

dislike living
t~e

they,feel.

abol,J.t the. same

k~nd

aeigh-

of place to

years from now.

Issue areas:

Focusing on

neighborhood association,

:i;ssu~~ i:d~nti~i-ed

asked

~esponde~ts we~e

by the

.,cla~s

Clnd the

safe they

~bo~t ho~

feel :i;.n the Jleighbprhood, wbether noi~~ botqers thetn¥:i~l,the'i;r: h~)1nes"
if they h&ye

di~ficulty finqi~g

q

pla~e

to park

Jlew recreational facilities they might use.

tq~i~ c~rs,

and what

While additiqna1 issues

were identified by the class and· the neighborhood association, they
were not issues that could be analyzed through
c._

Statistics:

th~s

survey.

Questions were asked on a yariety of demQgraphic and

statistical items, including respondents' length of residence in the
neighborhood, whether they rent or own their home, and age.
The questionnaire form used is in the Appendix.
The resu~ts of the survey were analyzed using three measures:

frequency, median, and cross-tabulation.
oft~n

Frequency

a response has been given, while median,

i~

a count of how

fa;l~ing:in

the middle

tabulation indi~at~~ whether. there is a signiJic~nt a$spciation between
l r' ,

.1.13

two sets of information; for example, if those who own their homes are
concentrated in one area of the neighborhood or are evenly distributed.
Findings
As noted above, the survey questionnaire addressed three areas:
a.:-' 'General perceptions of the neighborhood,
b.

Issue areas, and

c.'-

Statistics.

NOTE:

,~~~~:~ --.

.~,~~

Becuase all percentages in this memo are rounded, not all

'columns will sum to 100%'.
elicit more than

In addition, sever'al o'f the questions may

one'response~

1n those cases, the percentages are

the percentage of people who gave that

partt~ular

response, and the

'total percentage will exceed 108%.
'~.'

General

per~ep.tioils

of the neighborhood

Three-quarters of fhe people interviewed like living, in Sullivan's Gulch;
38% like it very much.
like
very much

1
38%
(51)

Only 5% do not like living there.
dislike
very. 'much

neutral
2

3

37%
(50)

21%
(29)

...........

4

5

4%
(5)

1%
( 1)

Respondents offered a variety of reasons why they live in the neighborhood:
Reason

~ercentage

of Respondents

Close to shopping
31%
€lose to w~rk
24%
Convenience
23%
Like housing unit
21%
Just like it there
20%
Close to everything
17%
Transportation:~ (access to freeway, b.use~)
12%
Nb choice (couldn't 'find another unit, live wi-th
parents, etc.)
11%
Other reasons including; "close to friends" and "cost of
housing'~ were mentioned by less than 10% of respndents
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The things respondents like about the~r neighborhood parallel the
...
..
reasons they live there. In response to the question r~at are the
I ,

I".

,

_~~l:~hborhood?"__ Mo~~__ !:espo~_d~_I.lt;s

things you like most about

th~ee

.

1

J

J

said "close to shopping" or "close-:to Lloyd Center_"

Other responses .

are listed below.
Percentage of Respondents

Response

Close to shopping/Lloyd Center
_ Ac.cess to f:r:e..ew.ayJ good bus: serviee
Close to work/school/downtown/church
Quiet
Convenience/location
Like neighborhood/p~ople
Just like it, it's home
Eight percent- or' less gavsa ather r~spom:;es~ including
"old houses," "trees," and "diversity _"

65%
28%
25%
2~~

24%
~1%

12%

Thirty percent of those surveyed said there is nothing they
dislike about the neighborhood.

Other frequent responses to the

question "What are the three things you dislike most about the.
neighborhood?R were "Crimen (21%) and "traffic" (24%).

Nine percent

• l

mentioned "noise" while 8% mentioned "houses or apartments not
maintained."

Five percent or less gave other responses, including
~

"high density/c.Qnstruction of,. or zoning for, high
"parking," or ''business/industrial uses. n

de~sities,l'

",

J

In response to the question "Based on what you see happening in your
neighborhood now, do you think the neighborhood will be a better place,
a worse place, or about the same kind of place to live five years from
now?"

20% of those surveyed thought it would be a better place and 15%

thought ItwoUld "be -8. worse place._

More than half (53%) felt 1t- would -be- -

about the same, while 16% said they did not know.
b.

Issue Areas

residents feel walking in their neighborhood.
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During daylight hours,

most respondents feel "safe" or "very safe" while walking in their
neighborhood (70%).

(See Tab re8)

"unsafe" or "very unsafe" at night.

Hewever, 18% report feeling
Twenty percent report feeling

'-

only "somewhat safe" and 40% say they do not go out at all. .0£ th.e
55 residents who repol1ted that they "do not go out" after dark, 47 are
female, 40 of whom are 55 years of age or older.

::i~~~;-

Generally, those

~~~:+

55 years of age and older report feelings of fear more often than those
under 55.

Respondents stated overwhelmingly that they 'would feel

safer walking with a companion at night (73%).
a~unt

Nearly half of those surveyed (48%) feel the

of crime in

Sullivan's Gulch is aboutr the same as in other neighborhoods, while
12% feel there is a "great deal" of crime in the neighborhood and
f

23% feel there is "not much."
NOISE

About one-third (31%) of the respondents report being
noise in their homes.

bothere~

by

The source of the bothersome noise is primarily

traffic on streets around the respondents' homes, including the Banfield
Freeway.

Of those bothered by noise, 55% said traffic noise is a

problem, 16% are bothered by other tenants in their building, and
16% are bothered by noise from other buildings.

Eleven percent reported

dogs or children as a source of noise and 9% were bothered by noise
from trains.
PARKING

Of those interviewed, half own one car and 21% own two or more.
Thirty percent of the respondents do not own

cars~

Of those who own

cars, nearly half (49%) say they never have trouble finding a place to
park near their homes and an additional 39% have a private parking space
or driveway.

The remaining 13% of car owners report difficulty
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findi~g

T4BL~ ~

~lGHBORHOOD

HOW SAFE RESIDENTS OF SULLIVAN'S GULCH FEEL IN THEIR
BY TIME OF DAY AND AGE
#

Level
Very

~f

Night

. ~B:X

Safety
TOTJ\L

Saf~:

•

l8-54

year~

p1d

55+ years old

...

40%

(55)

770

( 9)

30%

(41)

6%

( 8)

~O%

(14)

1%

( 1)

--------~~----~---~--------~----~~---------------~~~-~--,
-~---------~------..
M:' 1

Safe:

TOTAL

31%

(42)

15%

(21)

18-54 years old

15%

(20)

12%

(16)

55+ years old

16%

(22)

3%

( 5)

---~-----~-----~------------------~--------------~-------~---------~-------~
."

-

Somewhat Safe:

19%

(26)

21%

(28)

4%

( ~)

16%

(22)

15%

(20)

5%

,3%

( 4)

12%

(17)

0%

( 0)

9%

(13)

55+ years oJ.d

3%

( 4)

3%

( 4)

TOTA}:..

4%

( 5)

6%

( 8)

18-5.4 years old

0%

( ,0)

2%

( 3)

55+ years old

4%

( 5)

4%

( 5)

TOTAL
•
f

4%

(.5)

39%

18-54 years old

0%

( 0)

4%

( 6)

55+ years old

4%

( 5)

35%

(47)

TOTAL
18-54
years
o.ld
-'
,
55+ years old

Unsafe:

TO,TAL
18-54

Very

Unsa~e:

Don't Go Out:

ye~rs

old

c:I

','\,.

(

6)

(53)*

----------------------~-----~-------~--------------~-----------~------------

* These

figures are not identical to those given on page 116 since not all
respondents answered the ques tion on age.
. ....
.
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~

a parking space only during a pat-ticu1ar time of day or night (10%) or
a11 the time (3%).

RECREATIONAL FACILITIES
r

Respondents were asked about their use of recreationa.l faciLities.
which might be developed in the neighborhood.

MOre than 50% said they

would use a park (6 7%) ~Jand "places .to sit" (54%).

:-::;.':~~

Forty percent or

'<'"

-,

more said they would use a place to do arts and

cra~ts=,;: (46%),

bike paths (40%).
Statistics
A number of statrs'tica1 questions were asked to establish demographic
and other information about the sample.

The results are su~rized

below:
--Sixty-seven percent of the respondents are renters.

The remainder

(33%) own their homes.
--Eighty-four percent of respondents living west of NE 21st are
I

renters, while only 51% of those living east of 21st rent.

The

northeast quadrant is the only area of the neighborhood where
homeowners predominate:

62% of the respondents in that area

own their homes.
--Of those surveyed, 31% live in single-family detached houses,
6% live in duplexes, and 63% live in buildings with three or
more housing units.
--The median household size for the sample is 1.74 persons.
majority of surveyed households contain either one (40%) or
two (40%j persons.
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..

'-

a

sWimming pool (43%), a place to jog (42%), a community center (41%) or

c.,.,

:-.

.,.

The

Figure 22

SURVEY RESPONDENTS
LENGTH OF RESIDENCE IN NEIGHBORHOOD
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Interviews with Institutions, Businesses, and Other Special
Interest Groups

Approach
Selection of twelve respondents was based on six
non-resident proper.ty owners (3"

'-

catego~i.es!:

o.

owners of industrial property (2),

owners of sma'll:. connn.ercial establishments (2), deyelopers-, both large
institutio~). establishment~,

and small (2),

spes::ifically retirement

.. homes {2), and a local church (1).
Dat~

views.

was" collected oy means of both per,sonal and. telephone inter-

Inftial ·c~ta~t involved.an effort ~O. ma~e arr ~ppointment for

personal contact; in, sqme insot.ances a -telephone ~nte.nriew was deemed
to be sufficient.
·~indinsso

ISSUE£ OF CONCERN
Identification of neighborhood-related issues of concern reveal that
:

cJ:i1l1~,

ran~ing,

from. street. incidents.

~ucp

as ._py.l'_~_e sn,atc9-iOng
~

.{

.

-~-.~~.

~

....

to.rob~_eri_es

"t

and problems of security was the most frequently mentioned by those
interviewed.

Streat-related isspes

prohlems, street oclosures." ,freeway
or the Banfield

Ligh~

a~d

noi~e

Rail Transit, both

were ide~tif~ed by half
school

suc~as ~rrow

along the
duri~g

streets and
gule~

acces~ibility

ridge and impact

and after Gonstruction,

of the respondents. Lack of both an elementary

a common open space or park in the

neighborh~od

were mentioned

by several of those iriterviewed.
The high incidence of non-resident propetty ownership in the
neighborhood

was~m.entioned

twice as at lea-st;- a

pa~~al

explanation for

det'erioration: and deferred maintenance of some prop·etties.
Final¥y, two respondents
~of

the -neighborhood

e~ressed

serioQs doubts about the

assoeiat~on as~epresentati~es

120
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cre~tibili~y

forlthe enttre community.

One commented that zane changes whi~h ~ere trr: result of neighbo~hood
association requests were unfair as'", tho'"Se imp~cted
unaware of them

until after the fact.

PERCEPTIOMS~ABOUT

py

s~ch ehanges were

(See Table 9)

'-

NEIGHBORHOOD

Residents of Sullivan's Gulch are perceived as:ftiendly neighbors
by a number of respondents •.
incl~ding

Identified as a cross-~ection of people

the e}derly,. blacks and young families, they tend, to be a

fairly
stable
"..,.

residency-~

The area .1s viewed as desirable, especially
1

•

- for the elderly', pr:i:mari-Iy due to accessibility- to services, transportation, shopping, and medical care.
Identifying characteristics of the neighborhood revealed by
respondents inc&ude mix of land uses, over-all smallness, narrow
streets, noise, variety of structures, and need for a playground or park.
Sev..eral persons mentioned witnessing a trend in recent years toward
_high density residential and commercial uses.

..

to "this

Related
.

ation was the comment that this area is no lbnger i11::-

hi~h

observ.

demanc} for -'.

single ~amily r~sidential use, resulting in conversion of singlefamily houses tq duplexes or triplexes.

A perceived generai decline in

~

the neighborhood-was
of rental units ~

~n

~ttributed

by one

~espondent

contrast '. another persoI?-

~el t

to

th~

t~at

growing number

.apartments

were generally better maintained than houses. (See Table 9)
FUTURE OF NEIGHBORHOOD
It is obvious that change

~Jld grow~h

neighborhood is directly tied to

th~

in the Sullivan's Gu1.ch

economy.

One respondent envisions

a high-rise dominated area on the west boundary within 15

y~~rs~

another

insists that hi&h-rise buildings wi!l not be Qpilt east of Lloyd
Center.

The. majority of

respondent~

anticipate

cha~ges

in land use

patterns in-the comm~ity t~ foilow trends; higher density units will
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Banfi~ld

r

Security Problems (I)

No Longer Demand. Area (2)

Lack of Park (1)

~iqtenance

(1)

, ':1,11,1,,1;,

Numbers in parentheses indicate how many respondents mentioned that item.

Land Use Zone Changes (1)1

Variety of Home

Need for Open Spacel.Park (2)

(

Desirable Area !or

Noise along Gulch Ridge (1)

(2~

(3)

Olde~sters

Variety of Structures (3)

React~ve

Neighbo~hood

I

Absentee Ownership (2)

Assn.

Stable Residency (3')

I

Credibility of Neighporhood Assn. (2)

Deterioration/Deferred Maintenance (2)1 Narrow Streets (3)

Cross-section of People (4)

Light Rail Line (3)1 Small and Compact (4)

Lack of Elementary School (~)

Impact of

L~nd

West BQundary (2)
Use (2)

nea~

Int~rnal

Streets (2)

·i

..~" ". . 1 './ I •

,-(.V~I~l
." i

:'l""(.i~

r

Expansion of Lloyd Center W'est (1)

Office ~ommercial D,evelopment along
Bantield Light Rail Route (1)

" Closure of Several

Use of PUDs to provide Open
Space (2)

Po~encial

Mix of Apartments/Commercial on
Gulch Ridge (2)

High Density

High Rise Area

Vacation by Single FamilieS. (3)

Conversion of Streets to Througn
Streets (3)

Trend toward Commerdial/Light Retail
Use (4)

I Trend toward

Street Closures (4)

Density (4)

High Rise Buildings will not be Built (

I Friendly Neighbors (5)

Narrow Streets and Access (5)
H~gh

Change and growth Tied to 'Economy (4)

FUTURE 'PLANS/FUTURE OF NEIGHBORHOOD

,-

I Mix of Land Uses (5)

ABPUT ,NEIGHBORHOOD

RESPONSES TO INTERVIEWS

PE~CEPTIONS

TABLE 9:

(I

Street Crime and Violence (6)

ISSUES OF CONCERN

'.

increase since utiliti~s to accomoHate them are in place.
addition, severaf~respondents envision

a

In

shift toward 'commercial

a~d r~ta.~l_.!_~l1~~ __~ses.~ ~_~~~~_i~~ ~_~ __t~~ lo~s ._o~ si~g1:~e,~f~~~_~¥ .______ _

Related to this projected use of land is the belief boy

residences.

several respondents that

st~eets

in the area will be converted to

:~~!.~-

through street status.

""':"...-:

Office commercial development along the light rail route, but
. "only in the Lloyd Center area, is the objective of a major devloper in
the area.

For example, at present this major corporation is negotiating

with an organization

int~rested

in obtaining 127,000 square feet of

office space providing that space is on the light rail route.

Long-range

plans for this major aorp.oration are centered west .. of Lloyd Center and
include office buildings, perhaps another hotel, and retail land use
expansion.

It was noted that if development w~re to' occur near NE 16th

and 17th Streets, it should be accompanied by a landscaped harrier in
an effort to maintain neighborhood cohesiveness.
Several corporations have requested street C1of:H,lreS; .__ a major
manufacturing corporation has requested closure of several internal
streets in an effort to fence and protect its property, and a
potential request for closure of several dead-end streets in-the Lloyd
Center area was revealed.

One respondent suggested that transportation

and parking problems in the neighborhood might be alleviated by a higher
density development, since off-street parking is required of new
development.
The use of a Planned Unit Development (PUD) was recommended as a
means to close off streets and develop common open space areas within
the neighborhood confines.

A PUD allows waiving of tradi.tional zoning

and subdivision regulations for a specific site.
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The result is a broader

range of

hq~s~ng typ~s ~i~h Re~h~ps clu~tering

hQmes to provide 0l?;n

spa~e.~ ~meni.tie$.

pr attacping of

(S.e~. Tab~e

.9)

-'~:;t_."
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A. STUDY PROCESS
:This st:~dy wa~ -ca.r~;Le4 pu't 1>y:: g:t:AA~~~~ _e~ude~~~. i~- _t~e~J~~~}?~~hensive
.

.

•

r

Planning Workshop ("The Planning Group") at Portland State Ut\iver~lty's
SchopJ.. of Urban and Public Aff,airs.
for

th~s typ~

of study.,- Sullivanl s Gulah

for student wo:r;k
facin&

th~

th.~

Of

beca~e

'J).~ighpo"rhoods

many

se~lIled

tQ. ·Pe.

div~rs.ity

of its small si24e, the

neighborhood, and the

w~~lingness

ttu~

suitable

-most desirable
of issues

of the neighborhood

association to,proyide support for tqe stu~~n~s' ef~orts.
-'"

The study involved three major tasks:
1.

Development of
for

2.

c:

ade~uate

data base to pr,ovide

information

pla~ning.

Identification and

eva~uation

of issues

im~ortant

to the

neighborhood, and

3.

FQrmulation of recommendations

~o~
~

further action by the
..

f..

neighborhood.
The

stu~y

Preliminary

process is illustrated in Figure 24.

.

identificati~n

of issues

The Planning Group (PG) attempted to familiarize

~hemselves

with

the Sullivan's Gulch Neighborhood in the following ways:
1.

Speaking with members of the

2~

Takin~ a

3'.

Speakihg wi'th City officiils about the neighborhood

4.

Reviewing the Neighborhood Need Reports* for the past four years

~

Reviewing available'data and research on the neighborhood

neigh~orhood

association

walking tour of the neighborhood

)'

* Ne:i:ghb.orhood

Need Reports are requests submitted to the City
The Reports
identify problems and suggest solutions to be included in the
City~s annual budget.

~y neighborhood associations and similar groups.
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Having obtained some baseline data, the PG members were able to

'.

individually perceive some poten~ial problem areas within the neighborhood.
(

In order to collect appropriate data on these perceived problems to present
to ,toe neighborhood, it: was· necessary -to arrive at some consensus within
the PG.
The Nominal

~roup ~echnique .(NG~)

was· chosen-as a

mechanis~

by which

to obtain group consensus on the ·neighborhooG issues as expeditiously
--:~ as pbssible~:"> '.Eh.Ef NGT ttasicaily nas four components:

1.

-Participa;tts silently identify issues.

Then, in Ttround

robin" f~shio~-, these issues are listed on a flip chart.

2.

After listing of issues is completed, discussion ensues so
tnat everyone clearly utidet'stands the intent of each point.

3.

Identified issues are grouped by similarity into categories.

4.

Finally, a ranking of the issues occurs, which in this case
was accomplished by voting.

A number of probtems and issues were identified which reflect the
impressions of the PG after their initial contact with the neighborhood.
The problems and issues were grouped in six broad issue area:

ISSUE AREA

1.

Traffic

2.

Land

....

U.~e

Traffic flow and circulation patterns
stop signs
barriers/diverters
__ ~. __~~de~alks : curb cuts (wheelchair ramps)
Pedestrian-paths, including those for
schopl-children and the elderly
Noise from autos and buses
On-street parking and na~row streets
De~ity

mix of densities
fJ,lt;ure densities
Potential land use
Compatibility of land uses, current and future
Zqning: res ide,ntial and commerical
~Ublic ~ervices:
schools ~nd libraries
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3.

Future

Impacts of Light Rail
Transportation impacts/street closures
Gentrification
Population growtllInstitutional/Connnercial expansion: p~.~ential
conflicts

4.

Recreation

Open sp.ace
parks .
'..~ ··.h ik~ paths
playgrounds
Recreation for teen~gers

Re~reation:

5.

Safety and Welfare

Crime
Elderly
activities
safety
Recyclillg
Establishing ~lock Homes
S1: ree t l'igh ts '

6.

Cohesiveness/Image
of Neighborhood

Definiti¢n of
.b.o.unda}iies

~nclear

.

neighborhood

~mage,

Cohe~iven~ss:

-.~-

-

emerging factions
Non-resident property owners: lack of
_ .~ nelil:gboorhood control
,
- .-.,-.'--

...

..~:.-

-~

These issues provided the
collection.

foundat~on

on which the PG began its

dat~

The issues were continually refined throughout the study

prQcess.
'Data' Coi.lection
The history of Sullivan's Gulch was researched to establish empirical
and experiential data; the flistory of

~n

area can

into current problems, issues, and situations.

prov±d~

valuable insights

Demographic information

from the 1980 Census was analyzed and compared with 1970 aata to ascertain
whether the neighborhood has undergone change in populatiOn size
composition within the last decade and to
of the current

popul~tion,

including age

i~entify

various

dis~ribution,

~r

charact~ritics

household size,

and extent of home ownership.
Land use, zoning, and Comprehens~v.e Plan designa~ions for the
,

neighborhood were

e~mined

to provide a detailed picture qf current
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conditions in Suliivan's Gulch.

To this end, a survey of building and

street conditions was also carried out.
To identify the .extent to which property in Sullivan's Gulch is
owned by those who do not live there, information on property.
was collected.

?wn~::sh.i?

The extent of "non-resident" ownership may be a factor

in neighborhood cohesiveness.

In addition, when coupled with the data

,

~

collected ·to identify under-developed properties, the information can
indicate areas that are likely to be developed or redeveloped, and areas
which might be obtained for public use •

.. '

Plans for the Banfield Light Rail Transit project were reviewed to
;:

determine the effects on Sullivan's Gulch.

Traffic volumes and circulation

r

patterns in the neighborhood were examined to determine the extent of
traffic-related problems, including congestion..
pedest~ian-related

improvements requested

of

In addition, traffic- and

the City by the neighborhood

"

association were consulted to determine the neighborhood association's
.,

perceptions.
1~

1>"

~.l

Information on crime in Sullivan's Gulch was collected to determine
the amount and type. of crime occurring in the neighborhood and how the
J t

l

crime rates for

t~e

neighborhood compare with near-by areas and the

City as a whole.
A random telephone survey of neighborhood reSidents was conducted
to determine residents' general perceptions of the neighborhood, identi~y
.
issues, and provide demographic and other statistical information about
the area.

To identify issues in a neighborhood as diverse as Sullivan's

Gulch, it is important to talk with a wide range o.f people.

In addition

to the survey of residents, representatives of businesses, institutions,
"non-resident" property owners, and other special interest groups were
",,'

interviewed as to their perceptions of the neighborhood, their future
plans for the area, and their concerns and goals for Sullivan's Gulch.

13Q

;;

The information collected is detailed in Section II of this
r~poy;t.

'-

Refinement of issues
A neighborhood workshop was held in Sullivan's Gulch on November 15,
1982.

The purpose of the workshop was, first, to present the data

gathered by the PG to the neighborhood, and second, to ask those attending
and workshop to identify issues" concerns, and priorities.
Information was presented by PG memb'ers on land use, demographics,
land ownership and value, transportation (including traffic and impacts
of Light Rail construction), and.,: crime.

In addition, the results of the

telephone survey of residents were presented, and the implications of
the current z'oning and Comprehensive Plan designations were reviewed
to provide insight into possible future land use patterns •
......

"'

After the presentations, those attending the workshop formed small
groups.

Using the Nominal Group Technique (described earlier in this

section), the groups were asked "If you were to leave the neighborhood
and come back in ten years, what changes and improvements would you
like to see?"

Each group's responses were listed on large sheets of

paper, and several of the ideas were briefly discussed.

The issues

and ideas were then ranked by giving each person five stick-on dots
to use in voting for what they considered the most important issues.
Each was asked to place the dots in a manner that indicated how important
they considered the issues they selected; all five dots could be placed
by one issue, one dot could be placed by each of five issues, and so on.
The array given below is the result of this voting procedure.
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NUMB'ER OF DOTS'

-ISSUE/IDEA:
P.ark

19

Morat:oriUiJr on. high...
density development

19

More crime patorls

12

Greater resident
invo.Yvenien t }r

11

Beautify Broadway/Weidler

10

Recycle garbage

8

High 'densl:ty' in· 15thI'
Broadway

8

Improvements to curbs/
pavement

8

Cinema at Lloyd Center

8

'~~~
..... ,

_.7

.Visual. imprgvement/trees -

5

Divide area: west~as low-profile,
east as high-profile

5
5

Neighborhood upkeep projects

3

Good bus service

2

Cleaner air

2

Holladay Park remain the same

2

Analysis
Several weeks before the neighborhood workshop, PG members began
analyzing and integrating the information that had been collected on
the neighborhood.

Small groups formed a study sev.eral areas:

development

and change, public and recreational transportation, safety and security,
space:; and neighborhood-,organization.

Each group was guided by the

issues identified by the PG and the neighborhood owrkshop.

Information

was integrated ana inter-relationships sought out, both for problems
and for

solut~ons •.

Goals and objectivee

~o

'address each area were

developed, as were strategies to implement the goals.
On

December 2, a small workf?jlop, was

h.eld.;~i.th

eight people from

the neighborhood, representing the diversity of interests in
Sullivan's Gulch:

Scott Bailey, Caroline Bax, Martine

·CurJ.,~-·£eolla:id

DelUotz, Hilty Fast, Maureen Herndon" J9.hn RUDlPakis, and Mike

"'-:r

Schroedl.
The

bac~ground

information was briefly r,eviewed, and the

preliminary work on development of

~trategie& w~s

presented.

Comments

and discussion by the neighborhood representatives and several faculty
members attending the workshop served to- guide the remainder of the
analysis.

"

...
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Sullivan's Gulch
celebrates success
Live music~ food, and crafts were
featured atthe Tenth Annual Neighbor
Day in the Sullivan's Gulch
neighborhood yesterday_ "Th is year
was speci"I/' said Linda Spencer, a
member of the Sullivan's Gulch
Neighborhood Association. liThe
neighborhood is celebrating 10 years
of-hard work. We now have a park,our
Pedestrian Path~ a Block Watch
program, and a lot more, too."
The Mayor and three City Com-.
missioners were on hand to "kick off'
the festivities. IIThis neighborhood has
achieved a lot In the past 10 years," said
the Mayor. "Congratulations are in
order for all of you-residents,
businesses, property owners, and
everybody-who have worked
together to solve your problems and
.decide on your own future. You have
made your neighborhood and your
city a better place."
Neighbor Day, started in 1983 as a
neighborhood picnic, has grown each
year-more than, 3000 attended yesterday's festivities. "Most of the
neighborhood residents turned out,
along with others concerned with the
vitality of our neighborhood, and, of
course, people who come just because
it's a lot of fun," said Spencer.
Live music and dancing, along with
booths offering food, crafts, and information, filled the recently completed
livest pocket" park as well as two
streets that are part of the Pedestrian
Path in the neighborhood.
A "Gift Catalogue" was used to raise
money and materials for the small
park, completed last month, and for
beautification of the P~destrian Patha network of safe, pleasant streets to
walk along. Items in the Catalogue,
ranging from benches to grass seed,
were donated or purchased with
donated funds.
liThe businesses and corporations in
the areal" along with private citizens,
really pitched in to buyout the
Catalogue," said Spencer. Several annual events, including Neighbor Day,
will raise funds for maintenance of the
new park and the Pedestrian Path.
The new park and the Pedestrian
Path are only two of the things this
neighborhood has done in the past 10
years.
A mini-park linking the Pedestrian
Path with' lloyd Center is p~rt of a

residential comple,x on NE 16th and
Wasco. Design guidelines developed
by the neighborhood association and
negotiation with the developer were
the keys to obtaining th~ land for
public use, said Spencer. The same
process-using adopted design
guidelines and negotiation with
developers-has given the
neighborhood a great deal of new
development that blends in well with
the older, single-family houses in the
area. uWe've had a lot of change here,
and all these new apartment buildings
and shops could have just ruined the
character we've got in the
neighborhood. Instead, we've still
been able to have all the new things,
but they fit in, and even make our
neighborhood better," said Spencer.
Other signs of change are a Iso visible
in Sullivan's Gulch, according to
Spencer. "More pedestrians use the
streets now, and there's a lot less traffic
, roaring through the area." She attributes the improvements to increased residentiaf development, both
multi-family and row houses, and traffic diverters and chokers, which
narrow streets to discourage traffic.
Crime was the first problem tackled
by the "energized' and' expanded"fI"
neighborhood association in 1983, said
Spencer. Community education
sessions are held each month. Projects
such as PLOT (Porch lights On
Tonight) and tree trimming to increase
street lighting efficiency have been
effective in making the streets brighter
and safer at night. The Block Watch
program has expanded throughout the
neighborhood, spurred by the success
of the program-crime rates have continued to drop as more blocks participate in the program.
Teenagers distribute newsletters
about the projects and operate an
escort service for elderly residents apprehensive about walking alone in the
neighborhood. Teenagers also serve
on the neighborhood association's
committee on juvenile activities.
(lOuring the past 10 years, the Sullivan's Gulch Neighborhood Association has gradually acquired the skills
and support we needed to achieve our
goals/' said Spencer. ,tWe started with
small things, and each of the small
successes gave us fuel for the next
chall.,nge."
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His C9mment came In response to a
news release earlier Friday from the
United Shop and Service Employees unIon that said "the plant will be phased
Into extJnction by June I. 1.~83. At this
point all of our Jobs are Ipst. •
Kilkenny; however, said, 'Tbat was
DOt stlted by anyone on our side."
The two positions came amid deveJ·
,pments ChPt found tbe union Issuing
charges. tile company denying tbem and
the stlte, the elty of Portiand and the

n~.

The future or Hysler ea... manulacturing plapt in Portland was, up in the
air Friday Ifter.a union otflclal said It
would be closed by next !une a!ld a
company executive beclged on th~"QUtloo~
,'
I ,
'The ct,osure 1$ only- g91na to be a
probabtlity If we do Dot get sUP,P,Ort
from the state and the City and contesslons from ~ employees' llke we, b!ve
acbIeved In all,other plants where we
are looking at ':.estructurlng," said Hyst·
er board Cbalrman Willlaql. H. Kilken-

"11Ie~"'"

e'DOHAt.Ol..~EHSEN
Portlaud Development Commission aU
gettinglDto the act.
At stake Is tbe ifyater plant It 2902
".E. Cladamu St., where the company
was started In 1929. 'Once employing'
.bout'SOO workers. It baS dwindled tQ
2J8 union workers Iq.recessioo-cJused
cutbacks. "
,
'
Negotlatlods lIave been heJd"between the company an~ the union for
additional coJ(eessioDS but.Jlle 1JDIon is
balking. The latest development, ICcording to Roger RlIner president of
tile' union; wq to cut bict the work
forCe j to 93 - a r~ue$t the unIoo
turoed down.
At the impromptu news conference
staged by the union In the plant FrIday,
union spokesman John Bailey read a
statement saylol. "We bave agreed
with the tompaDY to toutlnue any Gia.
logue at any p~ce snd at any time."
The company in a short Dews re-lease, said, "Disc~ssloDS were recessed
and It Is anticIpated that a further meet.
Inl WID be schedUled."
Vortland Mayor Frank Ivancle expressed concern over tbe situation. KII-

t\.

I

i

I

I

kenny Bald a aroup representing Gov.
Doullas Carter. dlrector'or tile De- needs to lI\!e $5.1 mfilloo at the PJirtVic' Atlyeh ud the mayOr would meet p.rtm~nt of Economl,c Devel~pment.. land plant...
~
with bIm Monday to discuss the situ- said, I thlok ~e Uve I~peatedly
~Ted SObnaoD,· ..aslstant 'or comtlon.
stepped forw~ to offer all Uslstaoc:e mUDIcations tor Ivucie, said Hyster had
'~"We 'Want to keep a bOIDne going
that the state and the goyemor's office- not raised uy warning flaSlo I Sl{rvey
With the 'company,It'lvancle said. "w, can; bllt It's possible--.:e doQ't bave the by the Portland Development CominJs.
wiD meet Monday ttlsee what we can aUlho,!lty to Dtter t~em what they sion on the state of business of various
do about- keeping tbe plant open. It • want.
,
companies In Portland. This was taken a
would be I &aU day.to lose the Hyster
JOlkenny said .the .umon - DOt year.,o to provide u early wlJ'Dlng 80
pJant~ We might Ioae th~lr corporate
quoted the facts. "We bave been work- the dty could act when companies were
headquarters next. Wtt wilJ pullout .u Inl wlfh the city and tb_ state and we bavlng ecqnomic problems.
the s"!ps to help them. It '. .,
ex~t a positive response." be ald.
"Hysler did not reveal·through that
For stlverai months flyster execuWe bave achieved slgnlflcant barometer, as far' as I know any dlf·
e
tJves have beeq bolding'talks with Van: cone 4slons from workers In other ncullY of the kind ~hat 8oln,'on now,"
OUI 1000eri:lmenl .entities, 'lneludln, the
pl4DtJ and ,~l18}IclaJ suppon 'rom clti~ Johnson said. ,
/.
state, 10 an effort to continue opera- ipiI states. KUkenny Bald. He cited in
This was echoed by JID Burreson,
tions.
particular "many millions of dollars, the pubUc Information officer for tbe com·
In a Dumber of places tbese talks bu~ of It In outright lrents." the com- ml.sJon. ,cHyster responded that they
bave been productive according to pany bas receJved In the Midwest where bad no special operational cbanges In
Hysterexecutlves.'
It has plants.
mJnd and that they did not require any
However. Jobn Bailey, tbe umon
•"When you add up the wages and oeclal kind of city uslstance:"she said.
spokesman at the press conference. BaJd krnnges, the highest point of our opera- "Obviously. In this case, the early' warnHyster Senior Vice President James ~ons In the world Is In the Portiand Ing system didn't provide the early
Rose "bas advised us that Oregon's re- plant," he said.
warning,"
•.
spouse has been completely Des.live"
RImer said the union is "wUUng to
Kilkenny said the survey form was
and that tbe 10vetllQr's offlc~!'has Dot explore any option" Including sucb filled out by ~~ pubHc: relatioos depart·
been responsive."
things as pay cuts, shorter work weeks 'J.. ment, thlr.1!'ec~ves dl4 not ~ it ud
That was denJed by Kilkenny.
and less vacation. He said. the company lhat "condltlonlihave changed:
'
:'V~F7
j'
I'

Hysler plant closure looms as company s~eks help

Dec~mber

...t......

or The 0Ng0n1ln tUff

Rimer said the. decision affects 218 employees. all of .
whom are union members. who work in the manufacturing
A union official repOrted Thursday that Hyster Co. plans plant and in a related tool and die shop, both part of the
to p~ase ·out Its Portland m~ufacturing plant, resulting in company's industrial truck diVision. He said Hyster normal1y
the loss of more than 200 jobs, but a company executive said would have 400 employees, but earlier layoffs have cut the
negotiations with the union still were under way.
number to 218.
Union leaders were informed of the decisIon Thursday
This does not inelude salaried workers.
afternoon, the Associated Press reported.
Rimer Said he did not know wllen the closure would take
HySter issued a news release earlier. saying it nis not place. He did not return telfiphone calls to provide additional
prepared to make any statements regarding the discussions details.
currently under way at the Portland plant.
In Its statement, Hyster noted that it has been involved in
~terr Hyster President WilHam J. Fronk said, "I don't
extensive
evaluation of all of its operations. "This sth,dy is
want to get involved where the content of a unIon negotia·
tion sessjo~ is coming out in the press. I understand there will likely to lead to the closure or downsizing of certain Hyster
plants worldwide. The Portland facility is one of 16.such
be another meeting" Friday morning.
. Roger Rimer •.·president of the United Shop and Service plants."
Employees,{Jnion, said the company's announcement to phase
Hyster. one of .the leading lift truck producers in the
. out the' plaht came after Hyster sought unsuccessfully to United States. has been 'suffering along with the rest of the
obtain concessions from the union. the AP reported. Industry from "significantly depressed demand levels/' the
The co~pany" according to the union official. proposed. release said.
reducing the number of union employees to 93 and an·
Bec~use of thiS. Hyster and others "are experiencing
nounced th~ closure when ~nioi officials rejected that pro· excess manufl;lcturing capacity, a situation we do not expect
~.
~
,
to be reversed in the near term. U
~

By DONALD J. SORENSEN

Hyster said dropping Portland plant
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C. SITES OF POSSIBLE HISTORICAL SIGNIFICANCE
The sites listed below have been identified by the Sullivan's
Gulch Neighborhood Association and the City of Portland as being of
possible historical significance.
HOUSES
1825 NE Clackamas
2l~4 NE'Clackamas
2l73'NE Clackama~
2316-2320 NE C~ackamas .(This is the oldest house in the neighborhood.
Built ~~rca 1887 as a farmhouse, it was originally on
the northwest corner of NE Broadway and 21st.)
2324 NE Clackama~
2329,
NE'
Clackamas
,
2332 NE- Cl~cKa~s (Originally ~q the Finel~ f~~ly.)
2404 'NE C1ac.kamas,
Z445 NE Clackamas
.2544 'NE Clackamas
215.2 NE WascQ
2164 N~ Wa..sc.o
..2406 NE- Wasco
2432 NE Wasco
)

2~34
26~07

HE

Wa~cp

liE' Was-co .

2170 NE,
24~6 NE
2416 NE
2426 NE
'Z4,32 NE
4444 NE:
2459 NE'
. 2454 NE

Halsey

I;

ija~sey

(~e

marker used to palt the area is on this site.)

Ha.l:~i"

Haise~

Halsey
Hals"ey
Jials'ey .
Halsey'
2SP6 NE lIa1-sey
2514 NE Ha+sey
2524 ~E Hals~y
2,60.8 NE ,Halsey
2616 NE_ Halsey ,..
2173 NE ~ultnomah
2425 NE Mu1tnomah
25~2 NE·Multnomah
J:936 NE We.idler
2·111 NE We,ia1er

O.l~HER

'BUILDINGS

2424-38 NE Broadway
1525 NE 24th (Old Banbury Cross Apartments)
1231 NE 26th
1644 NE" 24th (Mettopo.litan Comxnuni.ty Cl;lurch)
D,Qrnbe.cker Fac'tot'Y '(with origirial water towers .and larg~ smokestaG':k)
')
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D. BUILDING SURVEY INS TRUMENT
,

BUILDING SURVf.V INSTRUMENT
t--......-+--+--+--1--+.--1--+--1--I NU ,

.

NUMBER

0"

UNITS

t--t--t--~I--t--I~~1---i1--1 0 - occ.u~!'I~~

t--+--f--..........,......-t---It--Il----jlo--t~l_llr'
t--t--+--I---'......--..........,~I----ll---lf__l a~

t-t--t--~t--.......,~~~~ w~
_______a....--o_._.......I0-....001""--"'...............,

-

B~".Dl.a~ "",,"-1",-

-

1!5U11..D1'" CCMCnTlot-&

-

LAND

l' -

u!I'

~-'g,a

.. "'1 ..

AD'NO

0 1M KL.U ~.
,

-

-

J.D.. HI!

'.

I

- --

t

,.

........t--t--t--t--t--t--+--t--+--I
'::;~

AD
NU

~~t--I~t--I~~~~~O
~t--t--t--t--t--t--t--+--+--I
~~~~~~~~~~
~..........,t--t--+--t--+--+--~+--I

11M

8G

L.U

P
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E. TELEPHONE SIJRvltt QUESTIONNAIRE

~--.------------------

INStRUCTIONS to INTERVIEWERS ARE IN CAPItALS.
"THINGS l'O SAY ARE IN, QUOTES. It

------...-------------------.-----------.--~
"BELLO. MY NAME IS
. I'~ PtUit..
POB.'l'LANDI

DO NOT

STAT! UNIVERSIlY AND WE'RE DOING A suaV.e:Y OF

DO NOT fILL IN

couLD YOU' TAD: TIlE TIMB .
QU1!STIONS1 youa USPoNSES

'!bUR NEIGBBORaooD.
TO ANSwa A FEW

rh.J..

IN

~

nx~____~----------

<

ADDa~

WILL BE un CoNPIDENrtAL. It
IF TREY SAY .!2,: .~ YOll va.y HUCK," AND
'lERKIHATE INTEaVIEW
IF THEY SAY n!: PI&)CUD
. . . '11

ID_________________

I

__________________

.... _________ • __... __ ".____ _ ___________

.. ___

a~'

Ir_.~

____.. __

... .,

. '''ABE YOU OVO 18 YEARS OLD?"
U' !2.:'. 1"rBA1t1:; YOU VERY Kifes"
IF
l PltOCUD
___YES ___
·_:.w:..:..,..... __ . . _. . _.......
~

A1fl)
_~

'TEIH:INATE nra~EW

__ •____ •________•___._. ___ . . __ •• ___ :._._

1. How long have you lived in the

S~lllvau·.

Gulch nellhborbood?

1a~. II t tHEY" It!COGRnE. RAM.! or NEIGBlOIBOOD, CODE A 1.
Il THBY DON'T. CODE It. 2 AND SAY '''1'.D HEICBIOB.8lOD STllETCBES
"PR(If' NE lSTIt'm"'33JlD AND l'IUIt BBDADWAY 1'0 THE lWU'IELD PRI&WAY'"
•

<

,

lb. COOE llt ll:1atJ:f t»,'UStDDCB. CODE MONTHS IN DEClMALS, YQltS
WHOLE NUMBERS, E.G. t 12% ns • U.S; 14 HOHmS • 01. 16.
.OS'
.- S 110- .4%
9 110- .7S
, 2.ace .16 I
6 .,- .SO
10 110- .83
-3 110- 725
1'.,- .SS
11 . ,•• 92
4 .,- .33
S .,• . 66
12 .,. 01.00

-1.
---~

~

111_----

AS
1

mo-

-----------------------------------------------------------------.- ----.-----------------------___________________

2. What are the three thin,.nalibborhood?
WRITE IB FIRST 'mIlE!

yCI\C~

'

t&

.-cs,1:

abou( ,.our

2.1~

Us POBs ES·
2.2~

_________________

,2.3_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

3. What are the thr.e tbina' you di.like the .aat about your
neilhborbood?
WRITE IN rIBST THREE WPOJISES

3.1_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

3.2,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

3.3_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

4. Ou a .cale of 1 to S, how cuch do you lik. livina i~ the
Sullivan'. Gulch neighborhood, with 1 ..anlug you 11k. it very
much and S ..aulne you di,11k. it very .uch.
1
3
3
like
neu~al
di.like
very much
very _ell
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4_ __

:~~~
... ~-

5. Why do you' live in thi. area?
DO HOT READ LIST. 1- KENnaRD

2- HOT HlNTIOHED

5.01 cODveni.nee--·-----------------~-------------

5.02 clo.e to everythinl-------------------------5.03 c1o.e to vork--~---·-~~---~-----------------5.04 cIo.e to frienda~----------------------------·
5.05 cIo.e to ahopping-----·---------------------5.06 tran.portation---------:--.-----------------.. DON'T HAVE/WANT CAR; CLOSE to mANSI'l, nco
5.07 coat of hou.inl-----.~---------~------------5.08 like it hire~-------~--~--------------------5.dg like houaina unit-----------------~----~----5.10 long-time tia.-------------------------------

s.oi______

5.02_______
5.03.,_____
5.04________
5.05________
5.06._ __
5.07______

5.08
S.O~-----5.10______

LIVED THERE A LONG TIM! I ETC.
'WRITE IN

RESPONSE IF
. - OTHER

5.11 no cholce-----------------------~--~---~-----. 5.11______
5.12 other---------------------------------------- 5.l2~,__~__--___________
5.13 othar-------------,.---... -----.. ------------"'"'--. .S.;.~3__'_ _"'__________

S: 14 other ----------------------!~----------------- 5.14_________"--_ __
6. Doe. your hou.ehold own a car?
1- YES

IF

m,

2- NO

GO TO 7

11 NO, GO TO 9.

7. HDw _Ity cara?
COOS IN ACTUAL NUdER
8. Do you have tro\Jbla

in the clay,' avenilli,

7

f1n~'-"ns., R,~ld.1l3

.o~

night?

place aear your h01M
'"

~

l

~I
8
I

DO NOT READ LIST. KAY HAVE TO PROBE 1.'0 GET TIMES.
DAY- 7am-Spa; ~NG.Spll-10p.; .NIGHT- .10p..-7 . .

1- alway. (day, evening & night)

2- never
3- day only
4- evening only
5- night only

. 6- clay.& -ave~i~a qnly
7- clay & ni,ht only
S- evening & night only
g- have private .pace/~~~way
0- do re.pon ••

9. Of tha following, which new recreational facilities would you
usa in.the-neishborhood?

iEAD

LIST. PROBE FOR OTHERS. WRITE IN RESPONSE 17 OTHER.
1- 1 USE OR WOUIJ) USE
2- I DO NOT OR WULD NOT USE

01. parka-----------------------02. place. to .it---------------03. bike patu------------------04 ••viDmaing pool----------------"
05. place to do -aria and crafts-06. place to
07. cOllllluuity drop-in center-----

jOs-----------------

9 01_ __
9.02._______
9.03_ __
·9:'04"-"!"_ _
9,05_ __

9.06_ __
9.07 _ ____

08. other------------------------

9.08~------------__----

09. otber------------------------

9.09_________________________

10. other------------------------

~.~O

_____....______________

"1 WOULO LIKE 'l'O ASK YOU SQIlE QUESTIONS ABOUT HOW SAlE YOU rEEL
IN YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD."

10.

Row .af. do you feel walking alone in your neighborhood '
during the day?

READ LIST OF POSSIBLE ANSWERS
1- very .. fe
2- safe
3- aomewhae .afe

') >

4- un.afe
5- very un.afe '

6- don't go out
0- no re.pon ••

.I ~

i

10_ __

li_-_ _

11. How abQut walking alone after dark?
READ LIST OP POSSIBLE ANSWERS
SAKE AS LISr POR '10

12. Would you. feel more

safe'wa1k1n~

~

companion?

12_._ __

3- don't know

1- ye.
2- no
13. How

with

0- no response

muc~

crime do you feel there i. in this neighborhood?

READ LIST OF POSSIBLE

13 _ __

ANSWERS

1- a great deal
2- about the s~. al other neigaborhoods
3- not much at all

4- don't know
0- no reaponse

.

,

.1 WOULD LIltE to ASK ·YOU ABOUT NOISE IN YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD

14 ..Doe. noie. bother you 'when you are in your home?
IF YES.

GO TO 15.

1- YES

2- NO

- 14_ __

II' BQ.,1 OR NO RESPONSE, GO 1'0 16

0- NO RESPONSE

15. Where does this npise come from?
DO NOT READ LIST
1- MENTIONED
2:a NOT MENTIONED

15.1 street traffic ... - ... ------· ..15.1,_ __
15.2 people on Itre.u-----15.2,_ __
15.3 o~ha< ~an.l'lt. in. bldS.-- lS.3_ __
15.4 neuby buildings-------.. 15.4'____

WRItE IN RESPONSE IF OTHER

15.5 other--·----------·-~--- '15.5
lS~6

other---.. ------- .. -----......

---------------------

15.6______________

"I BAVE A PEW MORE QUESTIONS X'D LIlCE TO ASK YOU FO~
S'tAnsnCAL PURPOSES ONLY. ALL YOUR ANSWERS WIU. BE CONFIDENTIAL."

,16_ __

16. Do you own. or rent your home?

1- RENT
2- OWN

3- OTHER
0- NO RES PONS E

17. Is your restdenca a

~~ngle"'f~i1y

house or

.~ apar~nt?

17_ __

IF SINGLE-FAMILY I CODE A 1 AND GO -1'0 118
IF NOT, AU:

How maRY units

ar~

in your building?

CQDE ACTUAL NUMBER OF UNITS

18. How many people are there in your household?

18_ __

1 to 8 PEOPLE I RECORD AC'l'UAL AMOUNT
9 OR MQRE, ~OR.D A 9

a-

NO RESPONSE

f
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19. In what.

age-

category would you place 'yourselt?

READ LIST". 'CODE IN NUMBER

or

19_ __

cATEGORY.

1234-

18-24 years old
2S-34
3S-44
45-S4
S- SS-64

~~~~~

6- ,65-74
7- 75 or over
0- no reaponae
20. SEX OF RESPONDENT.

1-

Male'

~

go

NOT ASK!!

"~"'-

20_ __

2- Female

''ONE LAST QUESnON."

21. Based ou what you Bee happening in your neighborhood now,
do you think the neighborhood wi.H be a b.tt~, 1!lace •. a
worae place, or about the lame kind of place to live five
year I from now'r

21_ __

1" BE'l"l'ER

2- WORSE

3- ABOUT THE SAME
4= DON'T KNOW

''THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR PARTICIPAnNG IN OUR STUDY. II

-."..-

.,.t1-
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